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INTRODUCTION 
SI'l'UATl:ON AND HOU'l'.l~S OF ACOlJSS 
The Mesa Grande and Pala regions, with which this report is 
chiefly concern~Hl'; . both lie in the northern part of' San Diego County. 
In an airline Pala is 80 miles southeast of Los Angeles and 45 miles 
northeast of San :q~ego. By road these distances are 100 aild 65 mile$, 
respectively. Mesa Grande in an airline is 105 miles southeast of 
Los Angeles and 40 miles northeast ot se.n Diogo. Along the most conve:n .. 
ient route from Los Angeles to Mesa Grande the distance is 135 miles; 
from San Diego, 55 miles. Most of the other localities mentioned in 
this report are in the north ... central part of San Diego County; two, 
Nuevo and Ooehuila; are in Riverside County southeast of Riverside. 
The :relative position of these pla.ces may be seen in the accompe.nying 
map showing the location of the principal pegmatite localities in 
southern California. 
l 
Pala and Mesa Grande are most conveniently reached from Los Angeles , 
by way of Corona and )Jlsinore to Tem~eula. A short distance south of 
Temecula the route to Mesa G~mde turns eastward and proceeds along the 
eastern side of Agua Tibia Mountain to the vicinity of Henshaw reservoir. 
Two roods from here to Mesa G:ra:nde may be taken. One goes directly over 
the :remarkably steep scarp, that bound.s Henshaw reservoir on the s®th 
side, to Mesa G:ra.nde. The other follows southeastward the trace of the 
Elsinore fault zone in this vicinity. The turnotf to Mesa Grande from 
this road is near the Indian church in Santa Ysabel Valley. In order to 
reach Pala trom the Corona-Temecula route, one turns south tram the main 
highway at Temecula Bridge. From here the road to Pala is unimproved and 
in the stratehes tha,t lie in Pala canyon ia frequently narrow and sharply 
winding. lt is little traveled, however, and is usually in good shape. 
From. San Diego the best route to Pala follows the so-called. Inland 
Route as far north as Bonsall, near where the road to Pale., uninrproved but 
always in :tine condition, proceeds up the valley of the San Luis Rey River. 
To reach Mesa Grande £ran San Diego an improved highway may be followed to 
. . 
Santa Ysabel, whence the route to Mesa Grande turns n,orthwe.rd, No :rail· 
roads traverse the regions herein discussed, 
Ot the other looalities shown on the sketch :map, Moosa Cany9n and 
Banner are difficult of' access end relatively unimportant, Aguanga Mountain. 
and Chihuahua are near good roads but the last few miles to them traverse 
steep, fire-proteotion roads. Nuevo . Rincon, and Ramona are easily access-
ible. The Fano mine northeast ot Coahu:Lla Mountain is dif:fioult to reach. 
Du:ring the spring of 1931 a week was spent i~ studyin.g the pegmatites 
at Mesa Grande. Four weeks field work was done during the summer and tall 
of 1934 at Pala and one wee..~ in August1 1934, was spent in surveying part 
of the Mesa Grande region. Occasional t .rips of one or -two days duration 
were mad.a to Pala and Mesa Grande end other Sa.n Diego County :pesmati te lo• 
oali ties at various times during l.932, 1933, 193~, e.nd 1935. The writer 
spent most Qf the swmne:r ot 1932 and two weeks of the 1933 :t:ield sea.son 
1n a study of the J"ulian district, San Diego County. where the rock forma ... 
tions are mueh like those at Pala and elsewhere in the Peninsular Range. 
'!'he results o:f' the Julian investigation have been published as a somewhat 
detailed paper in the Oalifo:rnia Jour.nal of Mines and Geology.1 
Mr. A. F. Johnson, Indian agent at Pala• extended m~ courtesies 
and placed the use ot a cabin at the disposal of the writer. Mrs. i'.A. 
Salmons of Pe.la, wid¢w of the develope~ of. the Pale. Ohiet a.nd Touma.line 
Queen mines, kindly pemitted aecesa to her properties and allowed the 
writer to examine her collection ot the cut and uncut gem ston.es which 
originated from the Pala mines. Mr~ Ralph Bushnell, ~ancher, of Mesa 
Grande hna been especially kind and the writer.'s thanks are dm~ him tor 
numerous favors. Mr. Kenneth Carver served a volunteer assistant in the 
field for three weeks in the surr..mer of 1934.. To Dr. Rene Engel, until 
:recently 11'1$tl'Uotor in mineralogy in. the California Inst! tute and at 
whose suggestion the problem was undertaken, the writer is deeplf Obliga-:o 
1;ed for .stimulating ori tic ism and penetrating advice . Proft>ssor 1. P. 
:auwalda. and Dr. Ian Campbell, ot the Division of Geoloe..:r and Paleontol<'>gy 
:ln the California In.sti tute, discussed the questions encountered du:dng 
5 
the study and the latter critically reviewed the tield and labo~at9l"j" work • . 
At the inception of' the investigation no other worl<er appeared to 
·'be a.ctival.y interested in a study of the pegmati tes of Southern Oal1to:rnia. 
Dr. w. T. Schaller of the u.s . Geological Survey had been working Gil tb~ 
subject since 1905 and had published numerous papers on the mineralogy and 
one pape:t:' on the genesis ot the 11 thium pegma.tites Qf Southern California. 
When the program of re$earch ot the writer was approved ill 1933 no pub-
lished contributions on the Calii"ornia lithium pegmati tes from Dr. Schaller 
had appeared for about a decade. About the same time that the writer be• 
gan intensive field wort, in the spring of 1934, Dr., Schaller returned to 
l 
Donnelly, Maurice. Geology and mineral deposits ot the Julian District, 
California. Calif. J'our. Mines and Geology 30: 332~366 (1934) 
the problem and the writer was so fortunate as to spend a few days in the 
field in Pala with him. Many ot the most puzzling questions e<>ncerning 
the mineral assoeiation in the Pa.le. pegmati tes have already been ela:ritied, 
although not published upon; by Dr. Schaller and he drew f~el.1 upon his 
wide and intimate knowledge of the problem ot the pegmatites in oonversa-
tions with the writer. While it has been the intention to specifically 
credit him in this :report with ideas advanced, it has not wholly been 
posei ble: to do so and the writer wishes to take this oppo:rtuni ty to express 
his appreciation and admiration for the friendly a:nd whole•hearted manner 
w1 th which Dr. Schaller eommunicated. inf'omation and ideas. 
ECONOMIO SUMMARY 
Whe early history Qt the lithia pegmatite mines of San Diego 
County is obscure. 'l'he briet account appearing here haa been gleaned 
from the Wl"itings of Kunz, Schaller, Orcutt, and others. It has not 
·seemed worth while to make detailed references to the historical aspects 
of their writings. 
The earliest recorded discovery ot gem tourmaline in California 
was in 1$72• when a Mr. Gillett.e found or :reported the finding of several 
· beau titul aQhroi te (colorless) toUl"lnaline crystals on Thomas Mountain• 
near Anza in Riverside County. w. P, Blake; writing in the 2nd Annual 
Report ct the State Mineralogist in 1882, records the discovery in south-
ern Oali!'ornie. of rubelli ta and lepid.olite. The locality was given as 
the Bel'nardtno tange. From 1:he tescription ot the material • the ru• 
belli te is a "b$8.utitul rose pink• contrastb.g well with the matriilt of 
white lepidolite" "" the J;.oeality from whence it cema is undoubtedly Pala. 
The pegma.ti te dike now known as the Stewart dike, :from the mine 
which has been develOped in its southern part, is visible from the main 
:road in the San Luis Rey River valley, a comro.unicntion route that has been 
in constant use by white men since the time of the Spanish missions. The 
remarkable color of the purple lep1doli te and pink tourmaline occurring 
in it made the dike known to the Indians, who showed specimens trom it to 
white men. 'l'he red color in the tou:zma11ne suggested to s. prospector 
named. Magee the possible presence of cinnabar and he accordingly staked 
out a. claini. Failing to extra.ct mercury from the ;rock, Magee abandoned 
the claim and it was subsequently relocated as a marble quarry. As might 
be expected this venture failed too. soma time in the late eo•a a Gennan 
chanced to see a specimen ot lepidol:l. te in New York which came tram Pala 
and in:f'onned his .American a.equa.intancee ot :I.ts value. Bunsen had~ in 
1851, discovered the el(l'nent rubidium in lepidoiite from Saxony and prob~ 
ably for this reason the Genuan recognized lepidolite. Eighteen tona ,of 
lepidol.ite and rubellite were produced rrom the Stewart mine at Pala' in 
1892; most of this was used aEJ specimen material. Substantial commercial 
/ 
production of lepidolite seems to have commenced in 1900 and in the next 
few years several hundred tons of lepidoli te and a considerable emowa~ of 
amblygoni te was produced from the Stewart mine , ..
The pink tourmaline found at the Stewart min§ is usually highly 
altered and the specimens produced in the early days we:re almost never 
utilized aa gems. In the epoch of vigorous prospecting which followed 
the diseovel"jT ot the value of lepidolite. sea~h was made, not tor gem 
toum.aline, but for lep:l.doli ie and while in see.Nb. tor this the greatly 
productive gem tounnaline mines ot Mesa Grande were disoovered by white 
men. Previously they had been known to the Indiana., as several. multi• 
oolored toUl'Illaline oryatala of l'nre beauty had been pic~ed up by Indian 
children while at play in an Indian. encarnp:ment near ·the site of what; is 
now .Angel's ta.nn. The dikes from which the tourma.line came was not found 
until. 1$98 Whan: p:rOspeQtOrs seeking l.epidolite discoV,ered the series Of 
closely spaced dikes called herein the Himalaya. lode. The lU.:m.alaya mine 
is on the northern end of this lode and the San Diego mine on the $outhern 
end. The Esmeralda mine at Mesa Grande was discovered a sho~t time after 
the Himalaya was found .• 
The Himalaya mine at Mesa. Grande was operated to about 1914 'by 
the Himalaya Mining Company. Up until that time a ready market exis ted 
in China tor tounnaline of third or tou1"th gl'ade. The Chinese were deeply 
fond of red tourmaline and app&:rently were just as eager to possess 
flawed aa untlawed ma ta rial, their reaao:ning being th~i t e1ear jewels (lould 
be m~de artificially but flawed gems could not be so duplicated. The re~ 
volution in China olosed this market and the domestic demand was over.--
supplied. In the same year the Tou.nnaline King m!ne at Pala was purchased. 
at a reported price or $10,000 and a to:rmidable program of development was 
pursued. The amount of gems produced by this work was insign.ifioa.nt and 
no further work, e~ept assesSi'Il.ent work and very little of that, wa~ done 
on any of the gem mines in San Diego County. until 1928, when the General 
Electric leased a part of the Himalaya lode and sunlt a shaft 268 feet deep 
in a sea.roh for the :rare caesium feldspar, polluoite., :Pollu.cite has been 
reported from Mesa Grande, al.tl.tough the report is not co:n:timed. After a 
l 
year's work no pollueite was tou.nd and techno1ogio changes oau.~~d the 
demand :for polluoite to disappeal', 
l General Eleatric. Co", written communication to the writer. 
In the past :rew years practically no work has been done on the 
gem m:lnea or San Diego County" The only li thia mine in the aounty, the 
Stewart, ha.s 'been inacti've since 1920. 1"he Indian Service has recently, 
1934• d:~claz·ed all mining ela.ims on Indian le.nd void. The effect of this 
rulin~ on gem mining is not now predictable. It will not, of course, 
af'fe.ct patented claims 01• mines on patented land, Three of the most im-
portant mines at Pa.la, the Stewart ii"thia :l'!lille which a.leo contains some 
g:rean gem tourmaline• the :Pala. CM.et and the Tourmaline Queen mines are 
un:pat~nted. Whether any or all or these mines are on Indian land oan not 
now be definitely stated. 
· About a decade after the first shipment of lepidolite and rubellite 
was made frcm the Stewa:rt mine 1 M. M. Sickle:r and. his son Frederick M. • 
were doing assessmi<int wo:rl!; on a olai.in. held aa a lepidol:t te loo a ti on on 
Hiriart Hill, about a mile end a ll~lf eust of the village of Pala. '1'11e 
e1der Sickler was a pionee~ resident of the country and had operated for 
many years a grain mill :powered by water frQm the San Luis Rey River. 
~ , 
They had uncovered a mass oi' chalky substanoe containing very large quartz 
orystals 1 some weighing nearly a hundred pounds. While removing the 
quartz crystals they found embedded in some odd-appearing clay, beaut.i..i."°'.11 
clear. orystaJ.s, most of whioh were lilac color. some were straw color, 
and some colorles~h Ai'ter a fruitless attempt to identity the mineral, 
specimens of it were sent :i.n December. 1902, to Tiffany & Co., ot New York, 
'rhe:re they were pronov.noed spodum.ene by :Ox. Geo. F. Kunz. Dr. Kunz had 
previously :found small, altaJ:>ed pieces of lilac spod.u.mene at Branchville, 
Conn. The na.rne kunzi te was given to the clear e.nd eolored varieties 
(except green) or· spodum.ane by Charles Baskerville in honor of Dr. Kunz. 
., 
The next year; 1903, the :rala Ch:tet mine was discovered by two Basque 
prospeoto~s, Bernardo Hiriart and Pedro Teiletch. It was worked tor 
· many years by Mr. Frank A. Salmons and yielded most of the kunzi te pi'"o• 
duoed in the United States, as well as abundant and beautiful gem tour• 
maline. The Tourmaline tueen mine, the Tourmaline King and the Ed 
Fletcher, Jr., mines were discovered about thia time. 
The Mountai~ Lily mine on Aguanga Mountain and the l~ck and 
Victor mines near Rincon were discovered in 1903~ The other gem mines 
in San Diego County were found either about this time or a little earlier. 
:Production 
Lithium minerals 
'l'he only locality that has yielded lithium mine:J"a.ls on a comer• 
cial aeale is Pala, where the Stewart mine worked a rather large deposit 
of lepidol:lte and a. much smaller concentration of emblygonite. The fig-
ures reproduced here i-epreaent the only estimates ot the production :f:rom 
the Stewart mine that the writet oould find in the literature. 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1005 
19l.S 
Tons 
300 
1500 
900 
21 
3000 
Estimated priee a ton 
$25 
$25 
20 
ll 
16 
Grand total 
Total Annual Value 
$7,500 
57,500 
J.6,000 
252 
54,000 
$174,652 
Just before the discovery, a.bout 1907, ot la.rge amblygoni te de .. 
posits in South Dakota the price of lithium carbonate, the ohiet commer-
cial tom. Qt lithium, wa.s $2.00 to $2.50 a pound. Shortly a.:rter this 
a 
diseovary the pr1ce tell to 50¢ a pound.. The deposit of lepidolite at 
the Stewart .mine was too low grade to be worlted in competition with. the 
South Dakota mines, whose .reserves· of embl.y6(>nite and spodumene we~e~ and 
still a:re. la~ge. Practically no lepidolite was p~odueed t:rom the Stew-
art mine during the period l.905-1917" The rather small boor o:r high 
grade mnblygoni te ore ooourrihg at the Stewa;rt mine apparently was worked 
out in the early 1:1,te of the mine, The next production ot lepidolite 
from the Stewart mine came in the clo$:l.ng months of the world V'la:r and 
durin~ the boom. that immediately followed it. ln order to achieve this 
production the mine was gutted and the workings today are in very danger· 
ous shape. Were it not tor tb.e very light overburden the workings would 
be entirely caved. All the h1gher grade lepidolite ore that could be 
conveniently reached was mined out; that remaining is admixed with much . 
quartz, teldspa~, and tounnaline. 
An interesting sidelight on the technology ot lithium arises trcm 
the disposition of lithium ore during the first years ot the century. 
Most ot the lepidoli te mined in 1900•1905 was shipped to Germany tor 
treai.ment; most of the spodumene was tJ."ea.ted in this country. Although 
the writer has no means ot verifying thts hypothesis, it is believed the 
Clemans had a. proeess tor the extraction or rubidium and perhaps caesium 
from the Fala lep1dol1 te and that this bYProduct helped compensate t'or 
the lower grade in lithium ot the lepidolite ore. 
Lithium, the lightest known solid element (S.G,., 0.53), also 
occupies the highest position in the eleotrori1otive force series or any ot 
the :relatively common metals. lt is 1n virtue of this p:roperty that it 
has been tQund usefUl in atoraee batteries, whose manufacture has ab-
· sorbed much ot the p:rodu.etion. A oonaide:mble amount ot l:itb.1a. salts and 
lepidoli te is also used in the manute.eture ot glass,. The older l.i tera ... 
ture states that much ot the production of lithium wa$ uaed in medicinel 
tablets and watere, bUt thie is <loubttul: A small amount nas been used 
medicinall1 end is still being p:reacribed in E'urope, particularl.1 tor the 
treatment ot gout. This atf'liction ts not widesp~ead in fi.merica end the 
use ot lithitam in medicine in varioua forms has "Virtually ended 1n the 
' 
Un:Lted States. 
Gem Toul\'Ualine and Be:ryl 
The EU.male.ye lode at Mesa Grande bas been the greatest producer et 
gem tourmaline in the '\1orld. Ot th~ two minea located on it the north• 
erly one, the Himalaya, has bee.n much more productive than the next mine 
eouth, the San Diego. Exact production figures a:x-e not available, as 
expectably. gem miners are not prone to divulge intonnntion. The produc• 
t1on fran both mines was estimated to be worth $15,000 in 1901 and $40.000 
to •50.000 in 1904. Probably e. tair estimate of the value ot the yield up 
to l904 would be $100,000. From the tlrst year's work on the Himnleya mine 
it is related there was produced 6 tons of tow.--maline of which 400 pounds 
was tle:wless gem mate:cial and much of _the Nst good cabinet material. 
The Himalaya Mining oo. worked this mine for ten years. 1904•1914, du.ring 
moat ot which time they used coolie labor. The total prOductlon of gem 
tourmaline was extremely large 1 although no estimate ean be me.de. Green, 
blue, deep red, rose, oolorleas, ana yellow tourmaline ot solid colors 
and in a vartety ot muJ.t i.,.eo1o:t•s has -~ been produced trom the Himalaya lode. 
Red tourmaline ( rubell1 te) in various aha.des predomina tea.. Aquamarine 
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beryl has been . produced to some extent :f'rom the Himalaya lcide and a consid-
erable amount of rose beryl, or m.organite, has been extl"actedo Because ot 
the rather poor appearance th.at most ot the beryl makea in the rough muah ot 
it was thrown on the dump and has been eolleeted ~n recent years by screening 
the dump material. 
During the sorting ot the gem tourmaline obtained in early mining 
operations at the Himalaya mine a large amount of third gl"dde specimens 
were stored in a cache under th~ aorti:ng house, This cache was uncovered in 
the past few yea~s by runateu~ collectors who beoame thus the posseseors ot a 
large stock of 'beautifl.11 crystals. The writer visited the J:I:J.malaya mine in 
1932 and again in 1934. In the short period intervening between the two 
trips a great deal Of feldspar and tournw.line material had been carried 
away by amateur collectors. The surtaoe matter or all the dumps has been 
screened many times and one dump, named nodule dump, has been entirely 
screened and many handsome specimens ot bel>yl taken from it. 
The depth et which gem tourmaline has been tound at the IU.malaya 
mine is also unique; gem speoimens having been found at a depth of 200 teet 
or deepe~. Gem touxmaline mining in other distriots ill the world seldom 
attains a depth in excess of a hundred teet. 
At the Esmeralda. mine, at ~esa. Grande, the only economic mineral 
found was gSlll tourmaline. It otH~urred as pink, bright red, azure blue, 
aqum11a:rine blue and a peaulial" blue green which when cut proouced a. stone 
with one set ot facets sapphire blue and anothe:r;> emerald e;reen. This last 
named gem has not been found elsewhere. :Part of the dike at the Esmeralda 
mine bot·tam.ed at a relatively shallow depth and mining operation$, never 
extensive , have been. suspended tor a long time. 
ll 
The principal prod.uoers or gem tou±ma.line a.t Pa.la are the Pele. 
Ohief', Tounnaline Queen, and Tourmaline King and Ed .. Fletcher, Jr., mines. 
'l',h.e Ed .. Fletcher Jr. and Tourmaline King mines worked the same dik~ and 
tbey are described collectively hereafter as the T oumeline King mine. 
The Pala Chief mine, in addition to be.ing the m-0st important 
producer of kunzite, also yielded a large quantity ot beautiful gem tour• 
maline crystals. Some of these were a. root in length and three j.nohes in 
thickness. l\ubelli te predominated over the other colored variettea, 
although much dar~ blue material was produced. While not such e. prolific 
producer as the Himalaya mine, the Pala Chief mine was an important pro• 
dueer and is notable tor the large crystals of untractured tourmaline 
found there. A ver:y rough estimate er the value of gem touI'tllaline from 
th~s mine, tor the rough material as produced, would be about $15,000. 
To.unnaline out stones eurrently sell :f'or $10 to $25 a ca.rat. The multi• 
colored stones are especially beautiful. 
· The Toumaline Queen minef owned and operated tor many years by 
the late Mr. Frank A. Salmons, was worked :principally for gem tounn.aline. 
The value of the product at the mine may be placed at $10;000; a very 
generalized estin:\ate. The Tourmaline King mine produced gem. tounnaline 
which probably had a value between $10 ,000 and $15,000. 
Like all the gem tourmaline· producing dia.triots in southern 
California, touiinaline or various colors, chiefly red; green, blue, 
yellow, colorless, and comb:l.nations ot these; were produced at Pale.; 
ot these; however, red has been the dominant colo:red variety and probably 
has yielded by far most of the financial retu~na. 
Thtt pink beryl. named morganite in honor of the late ;r,p., Morga~ 
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whose great gffin collection waa donated to the .kmerioan Museum of Natural 
History in New York City, has been found in moderate <iUanti ty at l'al("l• 
Mesa Grande; Hincon, and other li thia ;pe€1llati te lo<mlities in southern 
Califo:r.·nia. Many of ·the specimens have been found by collectors who 
have had them out ro:r sale. Tho p:riee ot the out stones is $10 to $35 
a carat, although 'Fiery tine stones may bring a higher price. The value 
of the total production of pink beryl at the mines in Mesa Grande, Pula; 
and Rinaon is estimated to be between $2,000 and ~~5,000. This does not 
include the rtW.terial surreptitiously :round: by wandering collectors. 
So fa;r.- aa the writer knows; the only locality in San Dfogo County 
that has produced sreen beryl, or aqua.m.ar-lne in 11otable quantitia$ ia 
ill.neon, wher~ a number ot ti:ne stones were uncovered by working shallow 
pits. Thesa stones were worth in the rough several thousand doll.ars. 
Kunzite 
Following the di se overy of kt.u1z :Ite, trre :li.J;.ac, spodumene • in large 
amounts at the Pala Chief mine in 1903 a fashionable and sizeable demand 
was created, based on its attraetive c-0lor and its unique position ot 
beine at that time the only e:ioolu.sive .American gem stone. Stones of a 
sui':Uc:i.ent transparency and color to be out for gems sold for $50 an ounce, 
whieh is the current price today. The tollowing tigutes are little more 
·than gt.tesses" T°J:'l(.) kunzi te produced from tb.e Pala Ohiet mine may have had 
a. money vi:~ltle at the mine of $15.1000 to $25 0000. The k.un.zi te produeed 
tram Hiriat-t Rill, largely by- the Siclder foo.i.ily ~ p::i.·obHhly $Oltl for u 
total of lees than $5,000. No other mine or district hH.a produeed kunzite 
in commercial qu.a.nti ti ea. 
l3 
The teet of time has revealed kunzite to be somewhat soft as a 
gem atone~ The abrasion of silica particles in tbe ail' result in a 
lbse or finely out edges and a dimming of the facets . Some cf the deep~ 
er colo:red lilac stones have faded \'i sibly upon ~xposure t o light. 
Most soft gem stones are c~t en cabochon, i.e. with a round f ace pre• 
seated to the surtaoe of me.:.d.nmm abrasion~ but lrunzi te is said to lone 
brilliance ~hen cut in this manner. 
Topaz, Gal'net; and other gem stones 
'Topaz trom Ramona a.nd the Mountain Lily mine on Aguanga. Mottnta. in, 
garnet tram va.:rlous d1etI'iets , especiully frotfl. Remona, spinel from 
Bincon, and clear quartz from neax-ly all of the gem. mining districts, 
hav·e been out from time to time aa gem atones~ . The value of' all this 
material at the mine is of the order of $20,000. 
:Roae Q.uartz 
Severe.l dopoai ts Qf rose quartz occmr in. San m~ego County, al-
though not in direct aaeociatton with the lithia peSolatiteo. one ot 
these, the nose Quartz mine, at Me~a Gre.nde, has been worked and a few 
tens of tons of quartz has been a hipped to tos .Angeles. Ot her depos1 ts 
ct stltoa. in San Diego County have been i<?Otked but their exact geologic 
1'!.atu.re i s nc>t known to the write~. 
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A number of oth$r mineral.a occur in the lithia pegmatites ot 
San Diego County which up to the present time, at least, are not tound 
there 1n sufficient quantity or proper grade to be worked commercially. 
Small concentrations of oass1terite have been found in Chihuahua Valley 
and at the Himalaya mine.. The same c:Ustricte have yielded very- small 
amount$ of columb~ te, and stibiotantali te he.a been :found at the lUmalaya 
mine. Biotite and muacovite, extensively mined in some pe~tites in 
other parts ot the United States and the world, do net occur in the 
San Diego Cou.aty pe,gnatites in a sufficient size or quantity to be uti~ 
l:l.zed. Ma.ss!ve beryl, the present chief source of berylliwn, recently 
1n demand in metallurgy. haa up to the present time not been found even 
in moderate quantities in San Diego County. The bismuth and phosphate 
minerals in the Pala pe©JJ.atites do not occur in sufficient quantities or 
purity to be considered even a. potential economic source ot their con• 
stituents. Feldspar for ceramic pu:r.poses is mine4 from some of the pes ... 
matiies of southern San Diego County; but the lithia pe~atites are; in 
generel, too small or too low g:cade to be potential sources of feldspar 
tor the ceramic industry. The same thing is true of the kaolin minerals 
whieh occur in the lithie. pegma.titee, 
One source or revenue which gem mine owners in San Diego oounty 
have almost completely overlooked 1s that which might be derived frpm the 
sale of apeoimens to visitors who come to inspect the deposits. They 
have also failed to realize that the deposits are famous among mineralog-
ists the world over and that a eonsiderable incane might be deri~ed from 
a tee charged visitors. especially it a few pockets were opened up to 
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show the mode of ooourrenee of the gem minerals • . As it is now. the 
deposits do not yield an income large enough to warrant the services of' 
a watchman and such material a.s is exposed 1s rapidly being car:r:i•d ott 
to decorate t1sh ponds ~r gather d~st on forgotten shelves. 
Fu~ure ot Min1na 
A discussion ot the future ot mining in the lithia pegmatites ot 
Southern California resolves itsel:t into a conside;ration ot tour econanio 
· products; gem tourmaline, gem 'be;eyl., . lithium, and kunzi·be. Of tne tour 
mines at Pala which have produced gem tourrftaline , two, the Pala Ohiet 
mine and . the Tourmaline King mine, do not present lik~ly prospects tor 
'the future. The Tou.tma.lina Ki.ns mine was rather thoroughly prospected 
in an eftiaien;t manner about 20 ¥ears ago ~nd .little of wo:rth was :t'ouna. 
The Pala Chie:t' mine has been p:t•ac Uc ally worked out. The Pala Ch.iet 
dike is definitely cut ott by el"oaion on thre,e sides and most or the 
favorable ground has been well prospected" The Stewa:rt mine has in re ... 
eent·years produced a small quantity of vel.7 fine. tolll'!llaline. It is 
oonside:red a likely place to seek tourmalixi,e in the tuture. A ;rathel' 
brief' examination ot the Tourmaline ~:ueen mine leads the writer to be• 
lieve that further prospeet~ng here might reveal additional tourmaline. 
The mines on Hiriart Hill have never yielded ve'J!1 muon gem material 
even during the epoch of Vigo1·ous prospecting filld they are not tll.ought 
to be favorable places in which to do ru:rthe:r wo:i:>k. This belief• 
admi'ttedly. is :.rounded mostly on past produotion. e.s the Sieklers would 
not allow the writer to inspect their properties, which cover moat ot 
lliriart Hill. The Esmeralda mine, at Mesa Grande, does not appear to 
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eonta!n mu.ch fe.Tore.ble ground in wh.ieh to d.o further prospecting. 
The Hiui11laya lode. at Mesa G.rande, is not worked out but mipin~ here 
in the :t\tture will be e:xpel1sive 1>::tnd the pockets where found. at depth 
will not 'be $0 highly v.lte:red as they were near the eur.t'aee and the 
dike nm terial will be ha.rde:r to break and ext:ra.ct. The Himalaya lode 
I 
orrers the best opportun:J.ty t'or gem tourmali.ne and pink beryl pro+ 
du~t1on in the future. 
T'.ae prospectf.'l to:r lithia produ.Qt1on :tn San Diego County in 
the tuture are not bright. This a:riaes not only i'rom the eountrywide 
situation as ,to lithie. reeerves~ but also f'ro:m the condition and re ... 
lithia ndnerals ,on a c01timercial scale. The chief lithi3 mineral :1.n 
the Stewart deposits is lepidolite, which contains the least pe:reant-
age ot lithiwn of any of th~ economic lithie minerals. The subjoined 
table shows the com:pa.:rison between. these minerals. 
Lepidolite 
Spodumene 
Amblygonit1 
Pe:reent of Li20 
4 
'1.5 
9 .. a 
'Market price in 1919 
$14 ... $20 a ton 
$20 ... $25 a ton 
$60 ... $GO a ton 
The reserves or amblygon,.te a.nii e:podumene in the :Slack Hille ot 
South Dakota e.re believed to be ettffieient. to supply the domestic de .. 
because .of teehnolog1o developments. 
The presenee o:r rubid.1:um (about 0.65%) and caesi'\l?Tl (variable, 
but about 0,2~'?) in the Pe.la lepidolite makes th.is mat,e:r1al a potential 
sou.roe of these rare elements. Wheth.e:r they also occur in significant 
amounta i:n the South Dakota. amblygonite and spodumene is not known to 
the writer. 
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.r\e indicated in the discussion. on the future ot gem tourma.liae 
:mining, th¢ Pala Chie:t mine, which has been ,the chief an.d. only import-
ant producer of kunzi te, is almost vrorked. out. There is on. hs.nd in the 
poasess1¢n of mineral dealers in Sen Dieeo County, Los Angeles, and 
Nim"l Yoz-k. e subetantie.l S!!nO\U'.tt ot QUt and uncut gem kunztte. Mrs. Frank 
A. Salm.on.et of :Pala; widow of t he late :;r •. A. SeJ.mon.s, owns a large 
. =tock or o.lear or slightly tlawea gent J.omz1. te. 
Me.d.t>.gaeicer has yf.elded a 119.:rge qua:nti ty of beautiful kunzito 
and the potential 1•eeer.ves on this hil.ana may be large. Nevertheless, 
unless new depoei'ta are opened U.Ii in M.therto unproductive regions or 
in the old, well known loee.litiesi this saleable i-1upply of ku.nzite may 
be eXJ)ected to dwindle a.n<l th\~ demand ma~r drive the prioo to a muoll. 
higher level than no•1 exists. 
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THE GABBRO HILLS NORTH OF PALA 
a~Tourma.line Queen Mountain 
b~Pala Chief Mountain 
c-Hirart Hill. 
These three hills are all gabbroic masses, 
cut by lithia pegmatite dikes which dip south-
westerly. The names .are those locally e.pplied. 
d-Cliffs in Pala conglomerate. 
The p&rt of the cliffs marked by the letter 
is over a hundred feet in height. 
The mountainous resior4 of San Diego County, itl wh1oh al?o si~s.ted 
most ot tne lithie. pe~atites ot southern Ca.litornia, i2 a part l)f the Pen ... 
insular Range ot southern and Lower Qalitornia, 'l'he term l?$n:Lnsular in 
this application hae not been popularly used so that it seems advisable to 
briefly det:lno it .. 
Tho Santa AM IU.vor and San Gorgonio ~ss tom an irreguls.:r east• 
west lint1, in about the laU tude ot Los Angeles, waieh isepara tes e. complex 
geologic province on the north trom a rather ai:mple group ot mounteins and 
valleys on the south to whioh the nam.e Peninsular Range has been applied. 
The term 1.s a.n apt one. lt was introduced by w. i:i. Blake1 who x-ecognized 
tha.t were it not tor the delta.io flood. ot debris l.aid down by the Colorado 
River at the head of the Gulf of Oalifomia, the waters ot the Gult would 
spread. over the •alley ot the Oolorado Dese:rt as tar north a.a the site ef 
the present day town ot Indio. nearly reaching th~ latitude of San Saointo 
Peak• the loftiest eminence (lO,SOt> teet) in the :Peninsular Range as de ... 
veloped in southern California. 
The eastern margin of the range is in most places tol'm.ed. by $teep, 
east•facing sea.rps produced by faulting. 'l'h.e east sides ot the San 1acinto• 
Santa Rosa block and the Laguna Mountain block are particularly steep and 
well•de:t'in.ed. The western margin is obscure. The lithologic bounda27 
between the Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary formations bol."dering tb.e 
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Paottic Ocean and the igneous-m.etame:i:·:phic rocks ot the interior, may be 
considered the westal\'n mal!'gi!l~ 
The Peninsular Baiige anbraoa~ such well. known lOpogra.phio entities 
as the San 1a.ointe and Santa Rosa ~u:nta;f.na; the Perris PeneplaitiJ the 
Santa Ana and Ela1no:re Mountains; Volcan.1 Agtta fJJ1b1a, lagwl.8.,- Ouyam.aea, 
and Bot Springs. Moun:ta1ns. 
from its nottthem 'tf;'t:tminus as defined above the range ax•nds 
southeastward for thr• hundred miles, ot which the north~.~ one•third 
l& 1:n O;range, m.veraide, and San Diego eoun,ies, Oelitorrd.a., and the 
southern two•thiNa ts in Lower Oal.itomia* ln. San Diego County the ranse 
attains, by st$p ... l:Lke ascents trom the coastal belt, elevations exceeding 
5000 feet, and 1 1n the middle part ot the county, reaches a width ot ab ... 
out 50 miles. 
The physiography ot the 1en1n.sula:r lien&• is little known. in detail• 
'bu.t even. in ca.au.al observations the 1ntluenee or taultins is, obVioua. 
Four parallel mn3or taul ts which tmend southeast e.:re promi:nenily develop-
~a in its northern part. Fl'Onl east to weet these e.rt thf# Santa R0$8. ta.ult. 
bounding the eastern aide, and the san Jacinto tault, boundlns the western 
side ot the San J'ao:lnto•Santa Rosa !itountains block; the A.gua OaU.enta 
ta.ult, so named from ita developent about Wa:rner•s Hot Springs; and the 
Elsinore fault zone, on which crustal movements have produced. a graben 1n 
the vioin1t;y of the town ot El51no:re. l?art of this graben is oecupied by 
Lake Elsinore. Paralleltng these major faults are sub$1diar;y orustal 
f'a1l~es. Several cross taulta have al.so be$n postulated. 
Muoh or the Feninsulal:" 1\W'!lgQ, anil all ot the terrane described in 
this :report. is ·drained. to the Pacific ()qean. 'rhe area epecit:t.oally 

AGUA TIBIA MOUNTAIN AND THE PALOMAR SURFACE 
Airplane view looking northeast over Agua Tibia 
Mountain . The Palomar surface which lies on 
the top of this mountain is one of the many sur-
faces of low relief found in the Peninsular Range. 
The Elsinore fault zone, as developed in this 
vicinity, lies near the base of Agua Tibia Moun-
tain. Its position is marked, approximately, by 
the road which cuts across the photo from lower 
middle left to middle right. 
a~southwest flank of Agua Tibia Mountain 
b~The Palomar surf ace 
c~Denuded slopes in granodiorite 
PL!t'l1E VI 
treated herein is drained by two master streams, the San Luis Rey River 
and the San Dieguito River. The lower reaehes of these rivers bear~ 
southwestward in eonfonnity to the consequent slope initiated by uplift, 
their upper reaohes and headwater ·b·ranches ·are largely taul t controlled 
and trend in direotions roughly paralleling the main northwest strike of 
the Peninsular Range. 
The oversimplified pictu.re of the northern one~third of the Pen~ 
insular Range is that of' a peneplai.n, during the produeti;,;:n of whieh 
erosion has cut so deeply that the metamorphosed sedimentary eover has 
bee:n largely removed and plutonic rocks are exposed over most of the 
country. Tilting and uplift along major taultshave modified this pene-
plain. Although some of this faulting is recent and in places is act-
ually going on at the present time, the tnitial breaks probably caine a 
long time ago and the blooks outlined thereby have had individual histor-
ies tor a long period. 
'1H.E TOPOGRAPHY OF THE PALA DISTRICT 
About halfway between the canyon of the Santa An.a Biver and the 
Mexican border the wes·tern margin of the Peninsular Range is broadly 
warped downward and a hemioi~cular re-entrant of lowlying county projects 
inward to the base of Agua 'rib:le. Mountain. Near the eastern e:x:trernity of 
this :re-entrant and along the banks of' the San Lui.a Rey River lies the 
Indian village ot Pala. The San Luis Rey River in this vicinity makes a 
wide swing tran the northwest to the southwest and a broad unsymmetrical 
valley, about a mile wide near Pala, has been formed near the bend. 
Tb.a :rocky hills which surround Pa.la rise to an elevation ot 
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SOUTHERN PART OF :MES.A GRANDE 
View from the southeastern slope of Gem 
Mountain. The rolling nature of Mesa 
Grande is well depicted in this view. 
The three peaks on the skyline are, from 
left to right, North, Middle, and Cuya-
maca Peaks. These eminences of gabbroic 
rock dominate the landscape in this part 
of the Peninsular Range. 
PLATE VII 
1000-1500 teat abov~ th& tl.eo~ of tbe San .Luis Rey lU.v~:r Talley, which at 
this point ranges tran 400"600 teet above sea level. The slopes ot th• 
hills are steep and meet the relatively tlat ~ive~ valley With a moderately 
she.rp b~ak in prot1le. ~e hills itnlnedi$tely about Paltl. ere l'Oitnded, ar~ 
.of ve:cy 1negular shape, and have no unitom tl'e;nd. 'ro the nortneaat the 
long spurs of Agua Tibia Mountain rise to th~ ol.dl.at!.d surtaee whieh fon.s 
the upland portion or this block. 
'l'ho drai:uese is ell to the San Luis R~y ru.ver. 1.r!~a,re e.:re tew 
.spl'inga in the district. Moat of the inhe.b1tnnte obtain their nter supply 
:t:rom wells sunk in th$ gravels or the stream bed. No tiguree o-n the xia.in-
tall are available; :lt iB estimatttll to be under 20 inche$ sna'l.l•llr· 
A few m.il.ea south of Hetumaw Reservoir rbeQ a ste.ep so~rp. sur-
mounting this scarp is an upland. ;r$a1on whie.h., because ot ita ex1ttn1i cmd 
beoeuse it ie out ott t:r:an most of the surrounding ooun:bry by steep a .... 
oli'f1t1es, has been named Mesa Gl'ande. Tho aurtace ot the broad a~ ~ndul.a• 
tine; mesa is about 4000 teet abo'fe sea level. lUsing 700 tee't 'lo a 1000 
feet above its surtaco are a tew rounded hills. 
Most ot the drainage is to the Santa Yaabel lU.ver. which is called 
the San Dieguito lUrer in its l<nt~l' ec:>urse. A tew short s"treams. dr,r most 
ot the year. hav~ ou.t back p:r.cipitou.s channels in th" northeast scarp and 
drain to Henshaw Reservoir and the sen tub Rey River. The rainfall is 
considerable in comparison to nearby districts; an a:verage yearly precipi ... 
te.tion ot 35 inches has been recorded. Springs are numerous an4 supply 
the inhabitenta with most ot their potable water supply. Th•re are many 
ctenegas, or mnrell.1 lands, in th• l'egion.. 
ANGEL FIELD , MESA CllilNDE 
View looking north . The steep-walled , deep 
trench of the stream which drains this small 
valley is a very youthful feature , probably not 
more than a century old . Most of the upland 
valleys are , like the o~ie shown here , being dis-
sec ted by gully erosion, in some cases at an 
alarming rate . 
PLATE VIII 
The general geology of' that part or the Peninsular Range con-
,st1t'Ut1ng the mountainous region of San Diego county, is essenti.ally the 
geology of en igneous~metamorphic complex in which igneous rooks predomin-
ate. No well-sorted ox· well-eonsolidtrted unmetamo1~phosed sediments are 
found and only a re'iatively small oody ot poorly ... so:i:•ted, little-rounded 
Quaternary conglomerate occurs. Over i,vide areas denuded bedrock torms 
the surface and elsewhere the soil covering, except in valleys and benches , 
is generally thin~ 
The oldest rocks recognized are the Pala quartzite and Indian 
gneiss, metamorphic rocks which contain a. la.rge proportion or initially 
sedimentary matel'ial. Their exaot age is unknown; they may posaibly be 
Triassic . 1.Phese rook.a have been i11va.ded on a batholithic scale by medium ... 
. J 
grained plutonites . 1!1he order of such invasion is (1) gabbro. (2) quartz-
diorite and diorite, (~} granodiorite. Gabbro, generally in small masses, 
is a widespread rock. ~uurtz diorite and grenodiorite arc also widely 
distributed. frequently ln bodies of considerable size. Probi~bly the 
dominant rook regionally is quai~tz diorite. 
Long continued erosion ha.s out deeply into the rocks of the area . 
'l'he stnge of erosion reuched is the endobatholithic sttts e of Emm.ons ,1 
in wl'l.icll the in.vGided (metesedimentF1ry) bodies lie :as islands or roof' 
pendants suI'I'ounded 'by the invading rocks., The end products of thi.s 
erosion a.re surfaces of low relief auch e.s the Palomar stll"taoe. which 
1
.Emm.ons, w. u. ore deposits of the western st~tes. 
P• 346, A. I .M-ll: . l\ .Y. (19~75) 
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tome the upland ot Agua 'l'ibia l!ountain. 
Uplift by broad a.robing and by block taultin.g have caused youth• 
:f'ul valleys to be prod.t\Oed in parts ot the region. Some ot these valleys 
were filled to a considerable depth with coarse, angular debris . and in 
places this is now being removed by westward-tlowing streams, 
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A • .EAST SIDE OF TOURMf.LlNE Q.UEEN MOUNTAIN, PALA 
Panorama ot the east side of Tourmaline Queen 
Mount81n trom a point on the western slope ot 
Pala Chief ountain. The contact between San 
arcos gabbro (loft) and Pala quartzite (right) 
is marked by the line. The pronounced 41tferenoe 
in surficial expression of these two rock types 
is well shown. 
PU.TE IX 
a-Stewart mine 
b--Gem mine Both of these are on the Stewart dike 
c--Tou.rmaline Queen mine 
B. LITTLE PA!J, CHllF MutmTAIN, 
PALA 
View looking northwest from the 
Sickler homestead. The mountain 
is composed of Luis quartz 
diorite cut by numorous westerly-
dipping pegmatite dikes. 
ROCK FORMATIONS 
Pal~ quartzite 
Small beda ot quartzite are soattered widely throughout tha 
l'eb'!ion. largely as inclusions in :plutonic- and gneisaio rooks. In virtue 
of their superior reaietanoe to osflitiile.tion ~hey :f'requentl:y have sur• 
vived a.a recognizable uni ts •hen a.ll othe;r sedimentary 1:iii1terial has been 
changed. Genernlly most of the quar1H-:::l ta beds a.re too small to permit 
or their ~oing dU'ferentinted in mapping. At Pele. 1 however, a large body 
ot quartzite, herein called the Pal~ quartzite. has been separately roo.pped. 
It outcl'ops (\S a o'Ul'Ved• eontinuous band a short distance north ot the 
village of :.Pala. The oouthe:m boundary of this body ot quartzi ta ia 
San Ma.rooa gabbro. The intrusive contact between these two rock forma-
tions ia sharp and in most places well defined, To the north the qua1•t ... 
zite grades into carver e:re.nodiorite. 'l'be eon.tact relations ltel'a .al"e 
intrusive , but the contact ia so gradational that no l!na can be drawn 
delineating it, and on the geologic map ot the Pala district tncltl.ded in 
this report the cyuartzi te is aho~n as mer15ing into gX'1.\llod1or1 te.. The 
thickness ot tha.t part ot the Pal_.e quartzite tome.Uon clearly reoogni~a'ble 
as quartzite :ra.ngee trom a hundred feet to several bund:red feet. Qal'Y&r 
Hill, the steep rocky knob near the hsad ot the canyon between Tourmaline 
Queen Mountain and Pet.la Ohiet Mountain, is composed mainly or Pala ·quan• 
zite (See Plate IX A)t Excellent exposures or Pala qua:t.'tz1te are found. 
in the vicinity or the Tourmaline Queen mine and tha Tourmaline K~ng mine. 
In its moat typical form tbe Pala quartzite is a fine•grained, 
aandy • thinly•laminated rook made up la:rgelr ot quartw.. Bioti te ie a 
frequent constituent, usually in small eunounts • oeoas1onslly in lal"ge ui-
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ZONED PLAGIOCLASE IN MIGMATITE 
Photomicrograph showing zoned plagioclase 
in a thin section from a rock trom the 
Pala quartzite and Carver granodiorite 
contact zone. The tine-grained groundmass 
is largely quartz. 
Crossed nicols x22 

ounts so that the rock becomes an impure quartzite or schist. On freshly 
broken surf'aces the lamination is not well seen; weathered surfaces show 
it plainly. Other ro:rma of the Pala quartzite which are obviously quart-
zite in the hand specimen are revealed by the microscope to contain 
important quantities of microcline and albite or oligoclaae. A specimen 
of' dense, tough quartzite trom near the contact with San Marcos gabbro 
was found to contain numerous rounded grains ot pyrrhotite and a tew 
ragged grains ot gl'een hornblende. Pyrrhoti te is a common accessory min• 
eral in the gabbro and it may be reasonably interred that pyrrhotite 
pr-esent :t.n Pala quartzite came tram the gabbro. 
In going from the contact between gabbro and quartzite toward the 
Carver granod.iori te, the qua.rtzi te becomes coarser grained , bioti ta oom• 
monly increases in amount, and the rook assumes a more gneissie appear-
ance, The microscope reveals large,. irregular grains of quartz, and some-
what smaller grains of oligoclase and microcline intercalated in rude 
layers between fine-grained quartz . The proportion between the coarse-
grained quartz and oligoolaao andmicrocline suggests that some of this 
quartz represents recrystallized sedimentary quartz. Biotite is developed 
parallel to the bedding. 
The zone between undoubted quartzite and undoubted granodiorite 
is a hybrid rock, partly metasedimentary and partly igneous. Suoh rooks 
are called m:l.gmatitea , or mixed rooks. The beat notion of the appearance 
ot much ot tbe Pala quartzite is rurnished by the fact that earlier in~ 
vestige.tors in the district considered it to be an igneous l'GQk., 
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The Fala quartzite shows a number ot interesting structural tea-
tures . The western contact between the qaartzite and gabbro dips under 
the gabbl'O; the northeastern contact between these same rocks dips under 
the quartzite; on the northwest the contact is nearly vertical. Thie 
relation suggests that the gabbro has been intruded :lnto quartzite as a 
sill ... like body. The occurrence, near the Tourmaline Queen mine, of a 
le.:rge mass of gabbro intert:tngered in quartzite strengthens a.nd supports 
this interpretation, It ~ight be pointed out that, broadly viewed, the 
qua.rtzi te mass being discusserJ occurs as a acreen 'between two kinds of 
plutonic rocks 1 namoly, gabbro and granodiorite, Professor Esper s. 
1 ,· 
Larsen has stated that mant ot the metruno:rphic bodies of the re1~. ion 
occupy such a :position. Professor Larsen calls these bodies "screens." 
The writeT has observed similar spatial relations in rock bodies :ln the 
Julien distriet. The schistosity or the Fa.la quartzite ooinoidee with 
the bedding. Thia is not an unusual feature but is prevalent in moat ot 
the xneta sedimentary rocks of the Peninsular Range. 
The rocks now represented by the Pala quartzite were initially 
tine~grained sandstones• in places qµite pure. They were regionally meta· 
morphoaed and that pa.rt of them to:rming the quartzite mass herein des-
cribed was intruded by (l) a s1ll·l1ke body of gabbro and (2) a batho-
lithic body ot granodiorite. The gabbro had little contact action on the 
quartzite other than a sligh t baking e:rreot, accompanied by the i.ntroduc ... 
tion into the quartzite or a small amount ot be.sic minerals and PYJt'rhotite. 
The g:ranodiorite "grani tized." the contact zone between it and the qua.rt• 
1 
Written corn..lUUilioation to the writer. 
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11'~£1 ~lffiO oi' t!·i~~ J:'f~la qu.a;~tz..i ~i;e is u:cv:.ie~~ .. tai1i.- iio foa c'5il$ hu:ve 
been ;t'ctund oJ:< ~u:·e likely to be found in ;J:t . 1.iost t)f the motase;;:limenta.17 
l'.'OCli!IS in thG ;L'$~1. 011 hnV•!< be(m CO;.l."":!':¢1.lJ.·~ t(l~Q wi th. th~ ~n t~ / \'.Ill'.< Sl.fi tes Of 
up1:>0:: 'tdaa.flia :a~(h The :J;i.e~x-a t:!evndal'i '1iaturb~noe, whicll Wt'.Hl 11¢cOD11.1nJn ... 
:ted by e:uorr..lou.a batholi ·thic ,.11t1"'1.ts1on, took pJ,a.t':!& some time in th1:-1 upper 
J'urt\1s1do. The San Me.raos gabb::r.o ~w1d otb.ei• plutonio r~:.ioks in the l:1a.la 
and Mea01i. Grand~l d.bit:l!'iots were prasmrm,bly emplaosd d:u.:r•ing the t.~iel"m 
Navr.>1dun cliatutl'bancH'l.. The onl:f d.efi:n1 te swxtamQnt wb.i~h <mn be m~de at 
the pl"eai:1Hl'e time conq;e;r·ning the af';e of! the Psla qu&rt·zite :hi that it is 
pi-e ... sie:t'7la Mevadan, henee p:re ... t.tpper Juraesio.. The :p:lZ'cibabU1 tief3 are 
that the P~la q,ua:rtzite ta ot T.riaastc age~ 
As indicated elafnvh$:re in t hia ~rnction.tc the:g,-e are uunw:r1:>us bodies 
of' qwir·JJr,;l te included in the pluton~ .. o :r'O(Jks c1t the :region.. These are 
probublf raf'En~ble to the l'ala crua1~t~d te. 1.'11ere ~l:re aeverul sueh 11u.art ... 
~i te masses in the gf.i.bbro of Toumal:t:ue ((.U.een ?:-ilottrrtf;i..tn a.:nd l'ala. Chief' 
Mountain .. 
M~u1y of the pluton:to 11oeks ot southern Crilifolmia. u:t>e, ;mp:re ov 
l.oas gnoiasi<h In tact, 1;t troly massive acid plutoni ta, ta eompar~ tively 
ra1-e.. In 'Cha- !'ala~ 1;tn,d ~eet\ C:i.~rlc :l't'~}g~.on thQ qu,~rt~~ d1orite, pa:t•tiou"" 
larly; pos$eas-es ti foliation vb:t'ble :plainly on e. large oute:ropt 
Nevorthcl~sa• it is trnunlly posdble ta distinguish 1n the tiald batween 
gneiee1c quartz diori te o:r gnE.dss1c (ii:tianodio:ri te and r,ia.ragneiss. The1•e 
are doubtful eaaes, ~speoielly es between g:ne:tsa tmd quartz. dic:rite. 
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PLATE XI 
A~ BLOCKY lliDIAN GNEISS, 
MESA GRANDE 
Indian gneiss exposed at the 
northern end of Angel field. 
The trend ot the block ie 
parallel to the attitude of 
the foliation, which strikes 
nor~hwest and dips steeply to 
the southwest. View is north. 
B. GABBRO XENOLI'lll IN QUART'Z DlORITE, 
MESA GRANDE 
Inclusion of San Marcos gabbro 
in Angel quartz d1or1te. 'l'be 
contact or the quartz d1or1te 
with the gabbro is a few feet 
to the right (south) of this 
outcrop. The gabbro xeno11th 
is about a toot aoroas. 
In the Pala district no rooks have been recognized which ere undoubtedly 
para.gneisses or lit ... par ... l:lt gneisses. In the Mesa Grande district~ 
however, there is a. thiok section ot para.gneiss whioh has been injected 
in places li t ... pa,r ... li t. This formation is called Indian gneiss. J~really 
it is probably the most important rock outcropping on the mesa. Ex· 
aellent exposures of it are found near the Indian church; on the sou.th .. 
ea.stern end of Gem Mountain on Bushnell's ra.neh; and on the road to the 
Rose '~ua.rtz mine. The to:r:mation aa mapped includes much rook that de-
tailed investigation would probably reveal to be q_ua.rtz diori te or 
diorite orthogneiaa. 
The most vlide$prea.d raciea or the Indian gneiss is a grey to 
dark grey rook consisting of white feldspar; quartz, biotite t and horn ... 
blende. Layers ot well•banded metasedimentary material having this 
composition alternate with layers having poor, irregular, or interrupted 
banding. The layers of highly meta.sedimentary material frequently con• 
ta.in more ot the ma.tic mine:imls than the contiguous rook. .A thin section 
cut from a rock from one of these meta.sedimentary layers contains quartz; 
acid pla.gioola.Qe, biotite, and hornblende, The :t~oliation in the thin 
section is well marked by the b:Lotite and hornblende. Other rooks from 
the Indian gneiss ot this a~me general nature are disoloeed microacopi ... 
cally to aontain orthoolase in varying amounts, in one instance greater 
than the pl&gi.acUase.. In some of the thin sections e:xamined the plagio-
olase is andesine. Wherever orthoolaae is an important constituent 
biotite ia the dominating temag, 
Several other tVPes ot metamorphic rooks included in the Indian 
gneiss have been selected tor description: 
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The Qountry rock or the Rose Q,uartz mine is a. grey•green, 
coarsely banded gneiss. Layers of varying thickness composed largely 
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of blaek ho:rnblende alternate with greenish or grayish layers or quartz and 
plagioclase. The microscope reveals layers of green hornblende• d.iopside, 
quartz and plagioclase alternating with layers of plagioclase and quartz. 
The plagioclaae has ~ compoai tion about midway between that Of andesine 
and labradori te • 
The country rock or the Shenandoah mine; which is in seo, 25t 
ir. ll s.; R. 2 E., outside the boundaries of the geologic map ot the Meaa 
Grande distriot included in this report, is a rather dense, well~banded 
rook .. Hornblende, which mak~up a large propor-
tion of the rook, ia the only constituent megaecopieally determinable~ 
The microscope discloses brown and green hornblende and quartz in thin, 
well-marked continuous layers, adjoining discontinuous, lens-like layers 
or qua~tz. Acid plagioclase is a scanty oonstitu,~nt. 
A specimen of quartzite which is representative or many small 
bodies of such rook included in'the Indian gneies 1 is a dense, blue, fine-
grained, thin•bedded quartzite. Under the microscope are seen parallel 
layers ot quartz with a few stringers of hornblende, alternating with 
layers of quartz, labra.dorite • and hornblende. Quartz makes up the lar• 
gest part of the rock. ln some layers hornblende is visible mega.scop1 ... 
oally. 
Apl.i te and quartz, veins are common in the Indian gneiss, usually 
as very small oonoordnn.t stringers. Frequently the aplite. and the 
quartz even more so, is round fo:rming the structures known as ptygma.tic 
folds. 
PI..b.TE XII 
A. INDI11.N Gl~'EISS , i.:IESA GRAND~ 
Indian gneiss exposed on a 
rollirghill west of the Indian 
schoolhouse . Such bare out-
crops, on which are strewn ex-
foliatea plates cind ~ngular 
scraps of the gneiss, are char-
acteristic of hilly sectionsun-
derlain by this type of rock . 
13 . n~DL.N GNEISS, .MESA GRblIDE 
Close up view of Indian gneiss , 
not however, at the same 
locality as the one depicted 
above . The round Qepressions 
are Indian mortar holes, in 
which the Indians at one time 
ground meal for food. 
Foliation in the :tnd1an gneiss, which seems to be roughly con-
tormable to the atl"t'l.tif'ication. atl!ikes northwest and dips s'teeply 
northeaat or aouthweet,, The prevailing strike is N, 500 w. Thia di-
rection is roughly parallel to the main atruo tural grain of th.e Penin ... 
sulnr Range. 
The Indian ttneias represents the product of regional metamorphism. 
of a aerief;l ot seclimentnr;v rocks whose initial nature is not now deoiphe;r. 
e.ble w1 th f1ny degree o:f precision. The series certa.inly oonteined beds 
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or tine elastic sediments. No 11.lnestones have been tound in it.. The meta .. 
serU.mente:ry portion of' the lndinn gneiss has been injected, largely lit ... 
par•li t by igneous juices which depotJi ted mnter1al having the composition 
of quartz diorite or g:ranodiorite. .Bodies or gabbro, quartz diorite, and 
granodiorite ot oonside:ra.bl.e size have been intrud.ed into the Indian 
gneiss. Small bodies of quar'tz. dio:r1 te. ot the order of a few teet ac-
ross, are commonly 1neluded w1 thin the main body of Indian gneiss. The 
contact effects of' subjaeent bodies ot gabbro, granodioritet and quartz 
diorite on Indian gneiss appear to be 1ns16?11ticant. 
PLATE XII I 
A.. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF OLIVINE GJ1BBRO 
a. Olivine 
b. Augite largely altered to green hornblende 
c. Green hornblende 
The feldspar is bytownite 
Crossed nicols X22 
B. PHOTOMICROGRAHI OF HORh'BLENDE GABBRO 
The lower left quadrant is almost all hornblende. 
The light area in the right portion of the figure 
is labradorite. Remaining areas are either green 
hornblende or labradorite 
Crossed nicols X22 

san Ma:rcos Gabbro 
G abbro is a widespread rook in the mountainous region ot San Diego 
County. As a rule it forms small masses whose horizontal outlines, while 
rounded, are frequently elongated in a northwest-southeast direction. The 
gabbro outcropping in the Meaa. Grande and Pa.la regions has been mapped as 
San Marcos ga.bbro~ 1l1his formation was first named in the literature in a 
paper by Millerl, one of Prof. Eaper k>, Larsen's students. Miller~: has 
apparently stuP,ied in detail the ~?an Mareos gabb:ro that outcrops in the 
San Luis Rey quadrangle. 
Within the area mapped by the writer at Mesa Grande ; San !l/larcos 
gabbro forms one large mass and several smaller ones. The la.rge muss makes 
I 
up most of Gem Mountain and Hill 4001. At Pala., gabbro forms most or 'I'our-
ma.line Queen Mountain, l1ala Chief' Mountain, Hiria.rt :m.11 .. and Pe.la. Mountain. 
Several other masses ot gabb:ro occul' near Pala , either within or just out-
side the linli ts of the geologic map prepared for thie report . 
The petrography or the San Me.r¢OS gabbro is CO!llplex. 'I'he texture 
varies, even within suall bodies and over short distances. f'rom f:t-ne.•gl'tained 
to coarae ... g:rained. Deoauae of the nature of the gabbro and the character 
ot gabbl'oio outcrops it has not been feasible to map the intra-tormationa). 
i"aoies. 
The most typical :f'aeies of Za.n. Marcos ga.bbro, if it oan be said to 
show a typieal t'neies, is a dark gJ:;,y :'.llassi've rock in w,hioh the remaga 
lMiller, Franklin s. 
Anorthite from Oalitornia. J\m, Mineralogist 20: 139·146 (1935) 
2Miller1 :il'ranklin s. 
Petrology o:t the San Ma:roos Gabbro, san Lu.is Rey cuadrangle, Calif. 
Unpublished doctorate thesis, Harvard Uni ve1·si ty, May 1934+ 
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PLATE XIV 
ZONED AND UNZONED PLAGI OCLASE 
Photomicrograph ot part of a thin 
section of quartz gabbrot showing 
zo.ned and unzoned plagioclase 
Crossed. nicols x22 

appear rnegascopioally to make up about two-thirds of the rock 1 the remain ... 
' d.er being largely pl.l'l g:i.Oelase,. A specimen having t his megaseo:pio appear .. 
anee is found to eontnin in order of abundance green hornblende (ura.litic}, 
bytownite, olivine, augite, and hyperathene. Augite occurs as islends en-
closed poikilitically by uralitie h~rnblende. 
A fine .. grained f acies, oorm10n as the wall rock ot part o'f the s·tew• 
art dike, is a gra~ni~h. massive rock, which microscopically is aeen to 
cone is t mainly or l ab:mdor:t te (ca ao~~ ) and green hornblende (ca. 15~~~), Mag-
, 
ne-tite is an abundant accessory mineral. 
Two Specimens ot a medium grained gabbro colleeted on Hiriart IIill• 
Pala, within a few teet of each other were examined microscopically. The 
first is a. gray colored rock which mega saopically is seen to be rieh in 
feldspar, The microscope discloses hypet'sthene, biotite 1 green hornblende, 
and lab:radori te. The second apee1men is highly maf'ia, mega.seopically about 
tour-fifths of the rock appears to be made up ot hornblende. 'l'he microscope 
proves t his to be the case~ Hornblende, c;reen in color and ragged in out ... 
line, is revealed to make up the largest part o:t' the section. The remainder 
is mostly la.bra.do:ri te. 
The country of the Himalaya lode is largely a medium•grained, grey-
ish to greenish rock. Megnseopieally the rook resembles a dio:dte or 
quar tz diorl te... The miorosoope shows the rock to be mostly acid plagioclase, 
green hornblende, and biotite. Quartz is present in varietal proportions. 
Nornie.lly a :rook of this co:mposi ti on :would not be called a gabbro.. It is so 
called here because it occurs in and. cannot be conveniently separated from 
a. forroation whioh is undoubt_edly gabbroich 
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To summarize the petrogrsphy o:f tho sa:n Marcos ga.bb:ro; The :t'orma-
' 
tion is made up of tine ... grai:ned. to coa.rse ... grained gabbroie roeke, a. g:reyish 
augite• hypersthene; olivine 1 end locally bioti te • f.1.re the main pr:i,.rnary eon .. 
eti tuents, Augite a.nd hypersthene e.t"e more or less nltered to ureli te. 'I1le 
extent of uralitize.tio:n is highly va:ria.ble an.d spotty. some of the ;plagio• 
elase is zoned. A rough estimate of' the amount of zoning is that about one 
grain in six is zoned. The composition of plagioolase varies i"rom ao1<.1 
labradorite in rocks that contain quartz, to basic bytow.nite o:r anorthite 
in rooke containing olivine. 
The only :internal stl"Uature in the Sen Maroos gabbro that the wr1 ter 
has observed wh1¢h seems to be worth con:ment is the banding f'owv1 in pa.;rfa of 
the :fomation. fhe areas exhibit!ne; this struotu:t"fl a.re small in extent and. 
of infrequent occurrence. The strike of the banding is northwest an(l the 
dip is steep or vertical.. As noted under the discussion o:n the .Pala quartz• 
:t te • the gabbroic mass which makes up most of Tounnaline Queen. Mountain• 
?ala Chief Mountain, and Hiriart Hill is a sill•like body whioh has been 
intruded into the metamorphic cover,. SUbjacent bodies ot quartz d.iorite 
I 
a.nd or granodiori te have 1n.t:rudet1. the flan. :V.a:roos gabbro, but have produced 
little con.ta.et metamorphic .ef:t'eet upon it. 
The plutonio rocks of' the mountainous region of s an. Diego Oounty 
were all apparently intruded during the same epoch of igneous invasion. 
Thie epoch is thought to be referable to the upper .rura.ssie. Gabbro we.a 
the first pluton1\lfe intruded during the epoch. The e.ge relations between 
gabbro and the metamorphic rooks is, of course, clEmr. Ge.bbro is intrusive 
into Pala quartzite and into Indian gneiss and is younger than these meta.-
PLATE XY 
BANDED HORNBLENDE GABBRO 
Photamiorograph of banded gabbro. The 
section here represented is composed 
mostly of green hornblende and labra-
dori te. The banding, not well shown 
in thin section, is nearly parallel to 
the right hand edge of the sheet 

morphic formations, '11 he age telations between the various plutonites now 
seems elear. lnolusions of gab bro are very common in quartz diori te near 
the contnct betlf&en gabbro and quartz d1or:l te. Tb.is indi<sa tes that gabbro 
is older than quartz diorite. Quartz diorite appears to be older than 
granodiori te. Other gabbro1.c rooks occurring in the mountains of San Diego 
County are pet:rologlcally similar to these of the San Marcos gabbro. Both 
the writer and F. s. Uudson (l.84) believed that the Cuyama.ca basic intrusive 
composing the Cuyamaca masai:f' ., south ot Julian in San Diego County, is 
younger than the associated quartz d1orite and granodiorite. The evidence 
in this case seemed to be convincing, but in the light ot local study by 
the w:ri ter in Pala· and Mesa Grande and or regional studies by Pro:t'. Esper 
s . Larsen and his students 1n· the San Luis Bey quadrangle and adjoining 
quadrangles, the problem ot the age relations ot the OUyemaea basic intru-
sive needs re-em.'llination. Tiie conclusion reached by the writer and by 
Prot. Larsen is that gabbro is the youngest ot the plutonio rooks or the 
san Luis H6'1 and Hemona quadrangles. 
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Angel Quar~z Diorite 
and 
Luis Quartz Diorite 
In the foregoing diaouasion quartz diorite has been treated, in 
the main, as a rook type without attempting ·~o discriminate formation&.l 
or eom:posi tiona.l va;cieties .. Prof.. Larsen and his students have been 
. able to distinguish and .~"l.~pareitely map several varieties of' quartz diori te 
in the San Luis Rey · quadrangle. F<>!'!nati.onal names have been given to 
these varieties ot quartz diori te., but th.e writer dees not have at band 
sufficiently detailed infonuetion to permit bis OO:t'l"elating the quartz 
diorite :mapped by him at Pala and at Mesa Grande with the formations set 
up by Prof. Larsen et al. The qua.rt,z: d.iorite in the Mesa Grande district 
has been designated .Angel quartz diorite. The quartz diorite of the Pa.la 
district has been designa ·ted Luis quartz diorite. These names are to be 
regarded as tentatively applied.. Further wol"k in the region will probably 
show that various rock bodies included in the Angel qua.l"tZ diori te and 
Luis quartz diorite may be referred to one of the formations set up by 
Prof . Larsen, whose nomenclatuJ:e should :prevail .. 
Al though regionally quartz diori te is ·. perhaps the most important 
rook, it is relatively subordinate in the Mesa Grande and Pala districts. 
At Pala, Luis quartz diorite makes up Little Pala Chief Mountain; the 
small knoll a mile east or Pala village; and the low hills just west ot 
Pala village. At Mesa Grande. Angel quartz diorite underlies a consider-
able area east of the Angel homestead. 
Angel quartz diorite is well exposed near the Angel homestead. from 
whence the name is taken. The rock here is a medium~grained massive grey 
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l,A'l XVl 
A. ?m.EL Q.U.ARTZ, DI OHI TE , 
MESA GRANDE 
Weathered Angel quartz diorite 
exposed in road cut a few hun-
dred yards west or t he iesa 
Grande store. 
B. ROSE ~UARTZ , ROSE rUARTZ MI NE , 
MESA GRANDE 
The mass of rose quartz pictured 
here is paxt o~ a l a rge t abular 
body of pegmatit 
aggregate which contains in order of o.bundunce ple.gioolase (basic andesine), 
quartzt biotite, and green hornblende.. Biotite, in addition to being scat-
tered in small gr~ins throughout -the rock, also occurs as small flattened 
clusters about a centimeter in diameter. 
Luis quartz diorite from the small knoll a mile east of Pala village 
is in the hand specimen a fairly inassive medium~grained rock consisting ot 
plegioclase (andesine), · quartz, green hornblende and biotite. In the field 
a rude foliation is visible. The strike of the foliation is east-west; the 
dip is stee;ply northward. a specimen of Lui.a quartz diorite from Little 
Pala Chief Mountain is finer grained than -that Ju.st described. .. Meg&acopi ... 
oally it ie a dark grey, med~um fine--grainad rock, in which the foliation 
is perceptible even in the hand.specimen. The microscope reveals plagio-
clasei~ {oligocla.se), quartz, biati te, and green hornblende. Bioti te and 
hornblende are intergrown in a peculiar texture. 
Where Luis and Angel quartz diorite are in contact with gabbro, they 
frequently contain numerous inclusions or gabbro. Broadly viewed the folia-
tion in quartz diorite, where it is present, is northwest, parallel to the 
main grain of the Peninsular Range . Locally, however, it may trend in e 
direction parallel to nearby contacts with other rock bodies . 
Both Angel end Luis quartz dior1te are younger than San Marcos gab-
bro. With the granodiorite to be discussed in the next heading, the ~uartz 
diorite and gabbro constitute a closely related series ot intrusions. 
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. • PILOT BurTE GRANODIORITE 
Monolithic weathering typical 
of this rock formation . Photo-
graph of an outcrop near the 
easter n end of Pilot Butte, 
Mesa Grande. 
B. PILOT BUTTE GRANODIORITE 
Close up view of the exposure seen 
in the above photo . A rude foliati on, 
not visible in t he hand specimen, is 
perceptible on the broaaer scale 
included in this photo . 
PLATE XVII 
Pilot .Butte Gra.nodiorite 
and 
Carver G:ranodio1~1 ~e 
1
.rhe same remarks that have been made concerning the nomenclature 
of quartz diorite apply to granodiorite. Several mappable unita or 
granodiorite huve been recognized as a result or regional s tudies by 
Prof. Larsen. The writer is not able to correlate the granodiorite found 
in the Mesa Grande and Ptlla districts wi tll the fo:r.m.ations distinguished 
by Prof ;1 Larsen, so for cartographic purposes he has devised a separate 
terminology . Granodiorite ou.t croppi.ng in Mesa Grande is here designated 
Pilot Butte granodiorite; that outcropping in the Pala district is 
designated Carver gra.nodiorite. The .distribution ot these two formations 
is ~rought out on the maps . 
carver granodiorite as exposed in Pala Canyon three miles north 
of Pala 1s a greyish-white medium grained rock coinpoaed largely of 
plagioclase , potash feldspar, and quartz. Bi c>tite is present but makes 
up only a small part of the rooks. Carver granodiorite from near the 
head of the small canyon between Tourmaline Queen Mountain and Pala Chief 
Mountain is composed, ~n the order of abundance, of quartz. orthoclase, 
plagioclase{oligoclase} • rnicroeline; and biotite. This specimen is from 
pear the contact between Carver granodiorite and Pala quartzite, which 
accounts for the unusual proportion of quartz. 
A specimen of Pilot Butte granodior1 te from near the eastern end 
of Pilot Butte , Mesa Grande , is a sugary, white, medium to fine grained 
rock. Scanty biotite forms very thin somewhat wavy layers. These l ayers 
are the principal mark ot the foliation. 
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PLATE Jr\/III 
A. MICHOCLINE IN CARVER GRANODIORITE 
Photomicrograph of microcline showing 
grating structure. The light and dark 
untwinned areas are mainly quartz 
Crossed nicols x22 
B. MICROCLINE IN CARVER GRANODIORITE 
Photomicrograph of a specimen of Carver 
granodiorite showing: 
a. Twinned microoline 
b. Anhedral quartz 
c. Myrmekite 
Crossed nicols x22 

.Mos.t of the gra.nodiori te ot :Pala. and Mesa Grande is well :foliated. 
'l1he attitude of this foliation is in the main parallel in strike to the 
dominating northwest regional trend• At Pala , however; much of the grano-
diorite lying north of the Pala quartzite has a foliation which trends 
parallel to that of the quartzite. In the writer's opinion much of the 
g~anodiorite of the region is a granitized sediment. It eppeurs that the 
dominant process of ge.'bbro emplacement was atoping; quartz diorite em ... 
placement was largely by stopi.ng; assimilation, and i:njaotion; granodio-
ri te emplacement was mainly by granitization. 
The granodiorites constitute the end members of a consanguineous 
seriea of plutonic intrusions. The sedimentary record in the Santa Ana 
Mountains, where Cretaceous sediments lie on eroded batholithic surfaces, 
indicates that these intrusions. which presumably began in upper Jurassic, 
were probably completed before the beginning of the Cretaceous. 
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Quaternary Gravels 
and 
Alluvium 
The only alluvial body in the region wh.ieh nu:tx-1,ts description 
in this . report is that known as the Pala conglomerate,. Ellis and Lee 
(179) mapped under th.at name the alluvium occupying the floor of San 
Luis ,Rey River valley t'l"om the vicinit:r of Pala to Rincon. As e:tposed 
.near Pal.a this formation is con:wosed or coarse, poorly-sorted, angular 
fragments that have suffered very little transportation. The maximum 
exposed thickness is slightly over a hundred feet. 
are largely quartz diorite and granodiorite .. 
.; 
The rock fragrnents 
The San Luis Rey River has cut a deep trench in the Pala con-
glomerate. Side streams draining into the San Luis Rey River have also 
entrenched their courses. 'l'his downcutting of alluvium has significa.nca, 
in that it may indicate comparatively recent uplift, 
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It taulting and e. tew minor structures are excepted, the principal 
stru.otura.l :features of the Pala and Mesa Grande districts in'Volve batho• 
lithic emplacement, The terrane examined by the writer is not sutficientl7 
large to pemit pf many well•substantiated conclusions on this problem. 
The rock bodies, on the whole, are not large. Any concept of batholithic 
intrusion involving a single ~ass v.hoae bounding walls d1verg$ in depth 
must be cast aside. Rather, in the writer•s opinion, ·the plutonie rooks 
1 : ' 
were intruded in anall masses, whose bounding walls probably converge 
downward. This implies that the m!lgma.tio chamber had great breadth an.d 
1~ length, but was rel.a tively thin. 
Ptygmatic tolds are rather common in the paragneieses ot the re-
gion. As developed at Mesa Grande and Pala, these peculiar struetures 
are usually anall and consist minly ot quartz, or of aplite. StUdy o:f' 
an occurrence ot ptygmatic folding on Pala Chief Mountain, Pala, leads 
to the conclusion that the quartz which :forms the folds 1e later than 
most or the deformation. The openings which controlled quartz deposition 
v1ere set up in a layered rock by compression which caused• at first• some , 
or the layers to slip past one another. Later the layers were thrown in 
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rather sharp folds. which in some oases broke. 
by this deformation quartz has been deposited. 
deto:rmation has taken place. 
Into the voids created 
Probably some post-quartz 
The Elsinore f ault is a major tectonic feature which extends from 
Santa .Ana Canyon, at the northern boundary or the Peninsular Range, into 
Lower Calif'ornia. This fault is strongly developed near Mesa Grande and 
Pala. East ot Pala, it fonns the southwestern base or Agua Tibia Mountain, 
a fault block that has been uplifted on marginal faults. Apparently 
tault1ng on the margins of Agua Tibia Mountain between Magee's ranch 
(sec. l2i T 9 S, R2 W) and La Jolla Amago has been quiescent tor a long 
time as there is no expression ot it in the physiography other than the 
steepness or the slopes. From La Jolla Amago southeastward through Henshaw 
damsite and along the scarp that bounds Mesa Grande on the northeast, the 
physiography is indicative of more recent taulting, although even here 
there is no one diagnostic feature which can be used to prove vary recent 
movement. Earthquake shocks have been recorded whose epicenters tall 
along this se@llent of ·the fault. 
The straightness and continuity or Pe.mo Valley and Temescal Valley, 
which lie to the west and southwest of Mesa Grande are strongly indicative 
of faulting. On the fault map of California prepared (1922) by the Seis• 
molog1cal Society or America, a. dead fault, well located, is shown as 
traversing Pamo and Temesoal Valleys. 
The structure of pegmatite dikes is described under a later heading. 
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GEOLOGIC HISTORY 
l. Deposition of i'ine grained elastic sediments. Time of deposition 
uncertain; probably ~riassic. 
2. Broad tolding, accompanied by intrusion on a bethol1thic scale of 
gab bro, quartz diori te • and granodiori te. 
3. Fractures dev<eloped in ga.bbro, less so in quartz diorrte and grano-
diori te, parallel to the northwest grain ot the country. 
4. Injection into these fractures, chiefly in gabbro. of pegmnt1tic 
matter, probably derived by differentia tion in the magmatic reser-
voir which furnished the plutonic rocks, 
5. Differentiation in situ in .flat ... J.ying channels ot an aqueous ma8Jlla, 
yielding pe@Platites having (l) a coarse grained graphic granite 
and quartz (maesi ve) and t'eldspa.r (maasi ve ) upper phase • and 
(2) a. tine graint'ld qusrtz ... albite-garnet rock lower phase. 
6, Fracturing or the flat-lying pegnatites, The ritt (direction ot greatw 
est ease of fracture) developed parallel to plane of dikes. Intro-
duction into the pegmatites of~~~ hydrotherme.l solutions 
which replaced earlier formed pegma.tite minerals with a complex 
group of later minerals. 
7. Long•continued erosion, which removed a rock cover many thousands of 
teet thick. Surfaces of low relief were developed as an end prod-
uct of this erosion. 
e. Uplift (l) by broad arching and (2) by block :f'a'l.\l.ting, along faults 
trending northwest. 
9. Deposition ot the Pala congl.omera te, a.na its subsequent partial remo·fal 
by entrenching stremns, a process now going on. 
SUMMARY OF PRESENT STATUS OF PEGMATITE PRO.BLEM 
The natural history of pegmatites has tundamental application to 
the fields ot mineralogy~ ore deposition, petrology; and to certain 
branches of chemistry., For this reason the problem ot the pegmatitee bas 
reoei'ved much attent~on from various workers in these fields. 
. . (76) James Furman Kemp · · in 1924 summarized the idea$ previously held 
and gave a lucid statement of the then-prevailing view of the origin of 
pegnatites~ This view postulates e.n aqueous-magmatic origin for pegmatites. 
Hydrothermal l"eple.cement 1s not recognized as an important factor. Varia-
tiona in composition are believed to result from a variation in composition 
Of the pegmati tic magma 1ni t1ally intruded,, 
Larsen, 1 working with Wright• on the use ot quartz as a geologic 
thermometer, had :found that the quartz of graphic granite is high quartz 
(above 575°), whereas the quartz in pe©Uati tes ocourr1ng in masses associa-
ted with. but not in graphic granite. is low quartz (termed below 575°). 
Apparently thi s L~portant fact was the experimental basis for the far• 
reaching generalization later reached, but apparently never published., by 
Larsen on the origin of pe~tites. In 1925 one or Larsen's students, 
K. K. Landes, ('l'7) and one at his colleagues, w. T. Schaller, (lGS) published 
papers on the pegmati te problem.. 11 t about the same time F. L. Hess ( 72) 
also published a paper on the sums 5'Ubjeot. The thesis advanced in these 
papers is substantially tbfs..,.•many pegmatitea, and practically all of the 
1wright, F. E. and Larsen. E. s. Quartz as a geolo&ic the!'mometer. 
Amer. Jour. Sci. 27; 421-47 (1909) 
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more interesting pegmatites; re:9resent (l) the consolidation ot a. magm,a 
rich in volatiles, which after consolidation underwent {2) a series of 
replacement changes by introduced hydrothermal solutions which dissolved 
earlier formed minerals and deposited later ones. Stated in a different 
way, this means that many pegrnatites were formed by two different pro-
ceases, the first mainly igneous, and the second much like that prevailing 
1n the formation of metalliferous veins • 
.Among the pegma.titea which have had. an important hydrothermal 
history are those which eontain in appreciable quantities any of the 
following: lithium, beryllium. phosphorus, rare-earth mete.ls; graphite, 
cassiterite or sulphide ore minerals. Vein quartz; if it een be so dis~ 
tinguished, indicates hydrothermal activity where it oeoura in a pegm.atite 
or can be traced directly into a pe©Uatite body. Albite occurring in in-
dividual crystals (i.e. excluding the albite in perthite) indicates hydro-
thermal repla.eement. 
Landes(SO) summarized in 1933 the literature bearing on pegm.atite 
genesis and has given his Views on this question and on the question of the 
classification ot 'PetS!lla.tites. Bis scheme of' alassitieation is simple end 
logical. It is based partly on genetieal and partly on eomposi tiona.l eon-
siderations.. Pegm.atites which show no sign ot having had a poat-consolida-
· tion hydrothermal history are called simple pe~atites. Numerically, the 
vast bulk of pagtria.tites are simple in eharaeter. Pegmat:ites are further 
subdi'V'ided .into (a) ae:ld, (b} intermediate and (c} baaic classes,. .Acid 
pe~atitea 1nelude those in which the initially deposited material has the 
eomposi ti.on ot one ot the tollowing: alaski te, normal granite' alkaline 
granite, granod.io:rit~. qua.rt:a monzonite, and quartz diorite. Intermediate 
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pegnatites include those in which the initially consolidated material 
has the composition ot one ot the followiiig: syenite, alkaline ayenite, 
monzoni te, and dio:ri te. · Bas~ pegn.ati tea embl'ace those whose 1ni tial com-
position is one or the :rollowine;; gabbro diabase, anorthosi te, and 
pyroxenite, It should be here noted that most peematites tall 1nto the 
acid class, Hlld mainly in the upper brackets of tha:t class. Pe(911at1tes 
which have had a J,>'?St•consolidation hydro,.nenna,.. history are o.alled com• 
plex. The name ot the phase , or phases, 'present is joined with the c<npoei• 
t1onal name as aboTe outlined. For $.DlJlPle, a no:nna.l granite :po@natite 
posaeeudng e. phosphate phase would be called a phoephate granite pepa.ti te. 
Actually• granite pe~at1tea are so prevalent that 1D pX'aCtice the word 
granite i• dropped and a gX'Sllite composition is understood it not other-
wise qualitied. 
Landes ( Sla) b.ae reoently oO?npiled the ex:l.sting knowledge on the 
age and distribution ot pegmatites. ae reports that pegmatites have been 
t"ormed during periods ot intrusi T~ aoti Yi ty tr~ the pre•Cembrian to the 
present. The lithiUll1 pe~atites of the Rocky Mountains (including those 
of the Black Hills) and. the rare earth pegnatites ot tlano County, Texas, 
are pre-Cambrian in age. Many of the complex pe~at1tes (containing 
lithium, boron. phosphate end other phases) ot the New Englal'ld Appalaeh .. 
tan belt are Paleozoic in age. 11.'he pegma ti tes or San Diego County are 
l . . 
thought b;y Rene Engel to be ot Mesozoic age, probably Jurassie.. Pegma• 
tUnt..• ar~ widely and a.bunde.ntly distributed through the shield areas ot 
the world and are comm.on :ln l'egions whare erQsien has penetrated deeply 
into 111eiamorphic and pluton1c rooks. 
1wr1tten communication to K. K. Le.ndea and reported by him in the 
paper (8la) in the bibliogra~hy. 
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Glt'NERAL SE'rTllID OF TE.E LITHIA ?EGt.1i!.11!Tl*3 OF PALA AND MESA CRP.NDE 
co;mposi tip]!. 
The li thia pegina ti tes of Pala and Mesa Grande are complex granite 
or alaskite pegmatitea whioh contain tin abundance of such minerals as 
mioas(green and whita musoovite and white and purple lepidolite), brown 
or red gernets(mainly spesaurtite, the manganese garnet), tourmaline 
{blaok ru1d coloredJ; euhadral qum!'tz(olea:r and smoky), and euhedre~l and 
massive potash teldspar(mcrocline and orthoolase}.. They frequently oon ... 
tain small quantities o:r beryl(green end pink). Some of the liith1a pegrna-
tites at Pala exhibit clear apod.umene(colorless, straw coloradt and lilac 
colored), Bismuth and. phosphate phases are a.loo developed in sev~ral of' 
the dikes at Pala. 
Most ot the li thia pegmati tcs which form tabuln:x• bodies that dip 
at gentle angles show a two:..told or three-told character. The upper por-
tion is eomposed ma.inly of ~~apb.io granite. The t'eldspar in the graphic 
granite is microaline pertllite or mierooline mioroperthite. A.seocia.ted 
with the graphic granite ai-o clUl'llps ot quartz and black tourmaline. The 
lower portion ot the dikes io mainly banded g~rnet al.bite a.plite. 1l1his 
aggregate is usually called line roclt by the miners. Between the graphic 
granite in the upper part and the apl1te in the lower pnrt is a zone called 
the pay streak. The pay streak is not alwaye:strongly developed. In the 
pay irtreak is tound most ot the complex, hydrothermally-deposi teU. minerals 
listed in the ;p:reoeding paragropb.. '£hey occur here ae irregular masses Ol' 
as euhedral minerals lining open or clay-filled poekete. Not infrequently 
the complex mine:rula tire tound as olllunps in the graphio granite or line 
rock. These clumps often exhibit a rude zoning. 
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~Currence 
.The l1 thia pegtna ti te dike a ot Pala and Mesa Grande are oompar12: ti ve'"' . 
ly tew in number. At Pala they ar~ restricted to the three gabbroic bills 
situated about a mile north and. ea.st of the villi~ge of l?ala.. From west to 
east these hills a.re called Tourmaline Queen Mountain, Pa.la Chief Mountain, 
and Hiriart Hill. 
On Tourmaline Queen Mountain there are tour 1a1·ge d.ikea whose at ... 
titu.dea are roughly parallel. They strike nQrthweeterly and dip gently 
westward. Jft'om the top of the hill to the bottom these are: Tourmaline 
King dikef which bas been worked by the Tourmaline King mine and the Ed 
Fletcher, Jr., mine; the Tour.ma.line Q,ueen dike, worked by the Toui"I!laline 
Queen mine; the Stewart dike, the southern end of which has been worked 
by the Stewart mine; and. the Douglas dike. ln ~ddition to the four main 
dikes there are several smaller ones which have much the same oharacteris-
tics as the larger ones. The Stewart and Douglas dikes are entirely in 
gabbro. fhe Tourmaline Q:u:een and Tourmaline King dikes are largely in 
gabbro. their northern extremities ~rojeot in Pala quartzite. 
Pala Chief Mountain contains one le.rge lithia-bearing dike, the 
Pala Ohie:t' dike, so named from the mine which he.a been developed in it. 
The dike strikes northwest and dips gently westward. '11he gabbro country 
rock ia less I'esistant than the pegmatite, so that the dike outcrops as 
a "blanket" dike which covers a oonsiderable part of the western side of 
Pala Chief Mountain. A short d.iata.nCie to the southwest of the Pala Chief 
a 
dike is/still larger barren dike, which, having a similar attitude, also 
outarops as a dip slope. several smaller complex dikes and several large 
barren dikes are found on l.'ala. Chief Mountain. All of' the lithia. pegma ... 
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tites of Pala Chief Mountain are in a gabbroio oountey rook. 
IUrlart Hill contains numerous li thia · pegma ti te dikes. 1l'hey all 
strike northerly or northwesterly and dip westerly. Most of. Jliriart Hill 
is owned 'oy the Sioklera, who :ro:t.'used to grant the writer permission to 
examine their properties. Renee, most of the writer•s kn<>wledge of the 
geology of HiriartH:l.11 has been gained from long range. "1baervations. The 
dip ot the dikes on . the: Bill is from :t'1:t'teeti degrees to a.bout sixty de• 
grees west. It appears certain that most of the rare minerals and gem" 
•orthy minerals have come fro.m the dikes ha.Ting a gentle dip. T.b.e steeper 
dikes appear to be entirely barren. The peg.ma.ti te dil(e in ·whioh the Siok ... 
ler tunnel has been driven ooeura on the oouthwest side of the ·:atll and 
dips ca 150 west. The Sickler turu1el yielded an unusual suite of phos-
phate minerals. W.riart E.111 also possesses historic interest in tlla.t 
it was here that the Sieklers a.re alleged to have made the original find 
of the tra.nspe.rent lilac ... colored variety o:t' spodumene to which the name 
k.Unzi te vms given. The pegtna. ti tes occurring on Ririe.rt Hill are also 
noteworthy beoauae the banded garnet apl1te is often exceedingly well·de-
veloped in them. The country rock of all the pegmatites of Hirtart 
llill ta ga.bbro. 
The 11t:hia pee;mat1tes at Pa.la range in thiekne$a rrom. a few feet 
to a maxi.mum o'!" about a hundred feet{the thickest part o'f the Stewart 
dike}. The a.ve:rage thiokneas ie about twelve feet. 
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Th~re ~e only two important occurrences ot lithia pegmatite 
at Mesa Grande. One is the Himalaya lode on Gem Mountain; the other b 
the irregular pegmatite body thnt llas been worked by the Esmeralda mine. 
The Him.ala.ya lode outcrops on the northeas'-t· $fde of Gem. Mountain. 
It has been exposed by erosion o:- b!I' mining operations over a length of 
2000 teet. The lode consists of' tour parallel pegmatite dikes whioh 
etri~e N 15° W and. dip, nel'lr the surtaee, ca 26° sw. The dikes are. in 
comparison to those at Pala, rather th1n, ranging in thickness trom a 
toot to three teet. The dikes are 8eparate by layers of the gabbro 
country rook. These layers average abo".lt tlfty feet thiok. Most ot the 
wall rock of the Himalaya lode is quartz gabbro, described in the chapter 
on Rock Formations. 
The irregular mass of lithia pegmat1te worked by the Esmeralda 
mine consists in the main ot an unsymm.etric-al anticlinal .. shaped body ot 
pegmati~e. with unoriented offshoots. The axis or the anticline strikes 
northeast, the nQJ."'.\lbel'n limb dips 30° NW; the southern limb is steeper, 
the dip is about 45° SW.. The lithi.a-rieh portion, indioated by a con-
centration of lepidolite, occurs near the orest of the anticline. Ot 
course. anticline is used here merely as a structural texm. It should 
be emphasized that the dike was not initiallf formed na a horizontal body 
and afterwards folded into a structure having anticlinal tendencies. The 
country rock of the Esmeralda mine 1a a. eoarse grained gabbro, exh:Lbitil}.g 
num.eroua poikilitio phenoorysta of hornblende. 
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The contact of pegmat1te dikes with the wall rock is el.most always 
sharp. The wall rock, which in the majority of caaea is a variety of gabbro, 
is altered for a few teet on each ~ 1de of the d:tke. The thickness of the 
altered zone is the same above and below the dikes. The altered product is 
commonly a chalky, incoherent substance containing numerous biotite flakes. 
The nature of the altered roc.k is the some irrespective of the original 
oharacter of the gabbro . The minerals and the stl'Uctures of the pegrna.ti te 
dikes seem t.o be, in the main. independent of' the type of gabbro in. which 
they are enclosed. Stated in t:t different way, the gabbro seems to have 
had little chemical effect on the pegamttte except for a possible reaction 
which may have produced biotite in the graphic granite. 
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structure 
-·----
The structure of most of the lithia pegmatites under discussion is 
shown in graphic fol'!n in the accom:ptulying diagram. These relations pre-
vail ( l} in prectically all the l1 thia .Pegmati tes on Tourmaline Q,ueen Moun-
tain, (2) in the Pala Ohie:t dike, (3) in many of the pegmatites of Hir:l.art 
Bill. and {4) in the Himalaya lode. It ahould be noted that in many of 
these examples the ·banded ga.rnet apli. te is not strongly d.evulepea, although 
it is almost always present. In the thinner :pegrnati.te dikes o:i' the IU.mala.ya 
lode, replacement has frequently attained a stage in which the earlier 
graphic granite has been completely replaced by oonrple4 minerals. 
Considerable variation in strueture and composition is found along 
the strike of ~~ single pegmati te dike. To illustrate this the Stewart 
dike will pe desm:•i bed: 
The northern end of' the Stew~irt dike is about 12 feet thick. The 
upper stx feet is chiefly quartz and feld~par{both mioroaline and albite). 
Gra1lhi c granite, al though :present tis not well developed. White muscovite 
in small amounts 1a widespread . .Microcline ie pre~ent in fine grained and 
coarse g,ra.ined forms. The coarse grained cryste.ls are of the order ~fl a 
few inches and are euhedral. Brown garnet is scattered throUf,hout. The 
lower ai4 feet is much like the upper six feet. except that albite exists 
in smeller proportion andb:t-Q.ken. crystals of' black toumaline are abundeµit. 
The average size ot these tourmaline crystals is l/S1t:x;;u. some of them 
are stretched and the opening£\ so produced have been healed with quartz 
and feldspar. Many of the coarse grained masses ot microcline are fringed 
with quartz, albite, and blaok tourmaline. 
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Sor11e three hundred feet south of the locality above desoribed, the 
Stewart dike is exposed over a vertical di.stance of eighteen feet. The 
tootwall is hidden. The upper eight ia mostly fine grained graphic granite, 
with clumps of quartz, microcline and black tourmaline. ln these olu.mpa 
quartz and microcline are frequently intergrown in graphic.texture. White 
muscovite occurs in clusters with quart~ and microcline. Near the center 
the dike has been fractured and gouge has been produced. The fractures 
a.re pe.rall(:)l to the walls. There has not been deposited in the middle any 
of the minerals ordinarily found in the pay streak. so tbat this section 
of the dike, .like the previous one, does not exhibit a pay streak. The 
lower ten feet of the dike is composed al.most entirely of fine grained, 
rudely banded rock, containing quartz, microcline , albite , bla~k tourmaline, 
and ga.rnet. (The microclin.e and albi te were microscopically detected). 
The jointing in the dike at this point is eharecteristio of that in many 
of the dikes. The rift is parallel to the walls. There are two sets of 
joint. about equally strong, normal to the walls. One strikes parallel 
w1 th the strike of the dike, the other < .. t right an.gles to thet strike . 
About a thousand feet south of' its northern end , the Stewart dike consists 
of two segments, separated by a few t'eet of gabb:ro . The upper segment is 
ten feet thick and is made up largely of graphic granite . The lower eeg-
ment , although not entirely exposed, is about twenty feet thick. The 
whole lower part contains abundant albite. Much of the lower dike is 
graphic granite , but there is a large amount of black: tourmaline, quartz , 
albi ta and microcline in irregular masses in the graphic gr~mi te. Many 
ot the c:rystala of tourmaline ure stretched and eplit. Quartz is often 
found in the central part of black toume.line crystal, Some of the compact 
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miorooline is greyish. On the other hand, most of the microcline found 
in graphic granite is ahallcy" white, :frequently .slightly iron stad.ned. Al-
;: 
though the banded. garnet rock is well developed a t this point, ci>ystala ot 
spesaart1te abou~ a half inch aerosa are common in the bottom rock. Musco-
vi te is found throughout the dike in x•adiating clus·ters; theae are more 
abundant 1n the bottom portion • 
.About a thouaand feet north of the main eest workings of the Stewart 
mine there is exposed in the s tewart dike the fi rst assemblage of lithii! 
minerals. The dike llere, while not tully exposed, is estimated to have a 
thickness of about twenty-!' ive feet. 'l~he upper pa.rt is m!llinly graphic 
granite. The lower part is a fine fuTained rook com~oaed of ~uartz and 
feldspar. This i'ine grained rock is cut (see Plate XXYI A) by veinlets 
ot quartz, groy microcline. white musco·vite, albite, black tourmaline and 
scanty pink tourmaline and le~idolite. In the middle ot the dike are large 
masses {se·veral feet in diameter) of black tourmaline, grey microcline, 
albite(va.r. cleavelandite), e.na qua.rtz in a host roek consisting largely 
ot grey microcline. Irregular aggregates of :pink tourmaline, clee.velo.ndite, 
and lepidolite also transeot grey micr-ocline. Pink tounnal1ne has been 
completely altered to a pinkish substance. 
At the Stewart Ii'.lyio the dike 1a about a hundred feet ·thick. The 
top part is graphic gr&nite. The pay streak here is very thick, of the 
order or fifty faet. It contains, or did l:lonta:in, monominerallie masses 
or quartz and e.mblygonite. There were aloo large masses rich in lepidolite, 
most of which have been removed during mining. These larger bodies of 
later minerals were, on the whole, lens shaped, with their long e.~d inter-
mediate axes lying in the plane of the dike. In addit'ion to these large 
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bodies in the pay streak, there occtt1' grey microeline masses cut and re-
plaoed by veins of e.lbi te, garnet, and li thia tourmnline; masses of ru .. 
bellite. lepidolite, and quartz; and of' rubellite, l,epidolite. quartz, 
and albite. 
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On the ditigrara showing an idealized cross section of lithia peg-
lllati tes occurring on Tourmaline Q.ueeu Moun ta.int 1 t will be observed 
that the dip increases with depth and tha t the w.unber or pockets deori3ese 
with a steepening of the dip. This strucrture is well illustrated in ·the 
Tolll'Iaaline King dike, in which the upper part dips southwest at abOu.t 
20°-20° • whereas the lower part dips about 40° in the st.un.e direction. 
The upper part has yielded, by .f'ar, the largest pnrt oi' the total gem 
tourmaline production. from this dike. It seema to be gem;;re.lly true in 
the dikes et Pale: and Mesa Grande that the steep portions are poor or 
barren in poeltets. This point 1a ern:phas:tzed here because ill th~ +,hes:i.s 
advanced in this report the factor or steepening in d.~pth, with the aceom• 
·~ . 
J,lanyin.g impove:rishment in cairplex minerals, is or critical importance. 
Where minerals whose habit is elo:nga te, such as quartz, bi ot1 te, 
a.nil tourmaline, are f'ounQ. in the dikes, they · show a. tendency to be oriented 
normal to the walls of the dike. This , in the writer's opinion, is also 
signi:f'ioant us allowing a structural contl."ol." inherent in the attitude of 
the dikes. 
A few ot' the dikes have been et'f'E>cted by post-mineral feul ting~ 
The offsets are sme.l.l, resulting in displacements of a few inches or feet. 
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PLATE 4XVII 
ANALYSES OF l!INERALS, ''(I p:EQMP.TIT.ES OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
\ , 
-...i...--
Si02 Al203 Fe303 FeO HgO Cao Na20 K20 R2'l+ B:aO• Ti02 P205 MnO L120 Rb20 Gs20 B203 Total Locality Analyst Reter:enqe 
.... i Tounnaline • 
--... 
:...-"""" black 35.96 33.28 ll.04 3.48 0.42 2.16 None 3.31 0.31 0.13 None 10.61 F None 100.75 Lost Valley W. T .• Schaller USGS Bull.419 1910 
2 
" 
black 35.21 36.07 11.u Oel9 0.26 l.92 None 3.51 0.23 ...... ...--o.99 . 'l'r • 10.48 99 .95 Ramol).8. " It " " rt 11 
:!It " black Deteot None 
--... 
...- Weak: None None Mesa Grande M.Donnelly Spectroscopic determ. 
' 
4 It pale green 36.72 41.27 l.13 None 0.87 2.23 Nona 3.33 0.06 --.- -1."8 1.76 10.60 F 0.31 99 .76 " ' " W .. T.SohaUer USGS Bull. 419 1910 
5 
" 
deep green Str. Tr. --... i..--- Str. None None " " .M.Donnelly Spectroscopic determ. 
6 
" 
emeral1te Str. None ...... ~-Extr . Str. None None Pale. ·• If " if l'f 
7 
" 
achroite Mod. None --... __... Mod . Str. None None " " " 
11 
" 
a " rubellite Mod. None -..- str. Str. None Tr. " " " " " 
9 u pink 37.57 42.18 0.19 None l.20 2~05 None 3.39 ·rrz... ~- o.24 l.92 10.65 F ·0.29 99.77 Mesa Grande Vl ,T.Sch~ller USGS Bull. 419 1910 
10 It ...,4 ttk-* 36.99 43.69 Tr. 0.25 2.02 2. 29 ' 4.67 1,16 ~ Tr. 1.28 7.65 F Undet 98.84 Pala " 
,, 
" " 
It 
" 
,ll tr ~-t"'lr** 37 .05 44{ 25 0.10 0.2~ l.06 l.95 10.81 0 ~83 "'" irr. l.27 2.45 F Undet 99.17 " It ·" " 
tT 
" 
,, 
112 SpodumeneCkunziteJ 64.42 27.32 None None None 0 .59 0.03 -- 0.16 '1. 20 " " " UOPBDG 3;274 1903 .l. 
113 Beryl. pink 'rr • None 
_. Str. None str. Mesa Grande M.DonnellY Spectroscopic detexm. 
Jl4 Amblygonite 33.70 0.12 0.31 0.14 5,95 48.83 ~- 0.09 9.89 F· 2.29 Pala W.T.Schaller Am.J.Sci(4Jl7:l92 1904 
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PLATE 4XVII 
ANALYSES OF l!INERALS, ''(I p:EQMP.TIT.ES OF SAN DIEGO COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
\ , 
-...i...--
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Figu:re 1 .- Id.ealized cross-section of peonati tes of Tou.rrnaline Queen 
Eountn.in, Pala. The thickness of the dikes ranges· from 
ten to . a hundred feet; the average thickness is about t\velve 
feet. The graphic g ranite upper portion usually inakes up 
slightly more than half the dike. Gem-bearing pockets 
range in size from a few inches to several feet in height; 
they are generally lenticular, with their longer dimensions 
parallel to the walls. 
MINERALOGY 
Graphic Granite 
Although graphic granite is a mineral a~g:t'egate that answers the 
definition ot a rock, it is convenient to describe it here. 
The Abb$ Haey applied/ 1ihe tem pe~e. ti te to the rook now generally 
called graphic gruite. Pesna.tite was later extended to cover all igneous 
rocks coarser g~:i,~ed and usually more irrf6gtil:£l.l'1Y grained then their plu-
1 
tonic equiv.slant. Johannae:a conaidered that rocks possessing a ~raphic 
texture bear a. close resemblance to Rr~ic oharacti'~ra (ch.araetera used by 
Teutonic. or Germanic peoples :tran the 3rd century A.,D.) and devised the 
term runi te to replace graphic granite. He said runi tee consist eesen.tially 
ot quartz and potash feldspar, gene:rally mi~rooline or miorocl.ine...mioro-
perthite, intergrown in such a manner that adjacent patches ot these con-
stituents extinguish between aroaaed nicols a.t the satne Ume. 
The ideas .on the origin ot graphic g:ranite are well summarized by 
2 Johannsen. Two main views have dorllinated. In the older view graphic gran ... 
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ite is held to represent the simultaneous orystallize.tion ot two minerals a.t 
the eutectic point ot these two minerals.. 1Por quartz and m.iorocline this 
point is 26% quartz, 74% microcline. The points ill favor of an origin b1 
eutectic crystallization are (l) the rather uniform composition of graphic 
granite, (2) the trequent ocourrenoe Of a teldapar {usually perthite) crysial 
which passes with a rather sharp boundary into g!'aphic granite, (3) the char-
acter of the quartz in the intergrowth• it being almost always high quartz. 
11ohannsen, A. Petrography, vol. II, P• 84 (1932) 
A ntore recent view ascribes a replacement origin to the q~artz in 
-1 
graphic granite. Beside a the evidence oi ted by Johannsen in tavor of this 
view two additional facts may be mentioned. Dr. w. -T. Schaller ( o:ral oonmu• 
nieation) f'ound that the angles present in the quartz in graphic gra,nite 
' • . ' 
are not the same as those found. in quartz which has grown in tree space--
he believed this indicated the intluence of the pre-existing apace lattice 
ot the feldspar in moditying the aecondarily•deposited quartz. He also 
stated that during the course ot petrogenetical experiments conducted in 
the Geophysical Laboratory QVer 1500 matures of eutectic proportions had 
been ma.de and examined and in none of them had been :t'ound a graphic texture. 
It should be noted, however, that all or these mixtures were dry melts, a 
chemical condition which probably did not obtain during the c:rystallization 
ot graphic granite in nature. 
The m ter is disposed to consider graphic intergrowths ot quartz 
and teldspa:r to be an e:icpreasion ot the smne phenomena as intergrowtha ot 
::f'eldspar, i.e., perthites. As discussed elsewhere in this repox-t, Olat An• 
dersen. concluded that most perthites are a result of replacement and eer-
tainly one gains the impression trom microscopic study that the albite in 
microeline-miorQperthite haa replaced microcline. There is, however, no 
preponderance of evidence in favor ot origin by replacement or by eutectic 
crystallization. and the question mu.st still be considered open.. It attar 
an examination of an appreciable number of the crystallized products ot 
wet melts of eutectic proportions; experiments now under way at the Geo• 
physice.l Laboratory, no :reasonably high percentage of graphic: textures are 
l 
1ohannsen, A. Petrographf, vol. tl, PP• 69-91 (1932) 
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toun.d; we may conolude eutectic crystallization has not been the con· 
trolling pl"Ocess. 
Fine grained graphic gra.ni te f'rom tha upper portion et the Stewart 
dike is described as a ty:pioa.l example of this kind of rock. Megaaoopi-
cally 1t is a grayish-white aggregate tn whioh quartz oocu.;rs as rod•like 
bodies, arranged in parallel tashioJ:t... Qua~tz appears as shiny slivers on 
fractures in the zone 010-001 of microoline, and aa triangular ma~kings on 
tra.otures :nearly parallel to (100) ot miel'ocline .. 
Al'bite is usually not -visible in hand specimens .. Where v1.sible 
megascopicaliy it toxms tiny, eross•autting veins which a;N elearly later 
than the body o:t" the rock. Small amounts Of bluish•blaok tourmaline• 
ailvary muscovite; and brown garnet trequently oocur and are vi.sible in 
hand specimens. The trao•turo parallel to the (100) tace is often remark-
ably good and might be mistaken for either of the cleavage directions. (001) 
or (010) ot microcline. In the field it is obserTed that on the whole the 
quartz rods are oriented no:rmal to the walls, although many exceptions to 
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this are found. Under the microscope the feldspar is seen to be a miorooline-
mioroperthi te. A saotio,n out about normal to the elongation o:t the quartz 
rods was round to be sensibly parallel to the (100) i'aoe ot both the albite 
and· miorocline. Quartz in this section was disclosed to haV$ irregular, 
rounded outlines and to be oriented with the o•axia making an angle ot 
about 15° with the section. The albi te twinning in mioi·oolir~e and albi te 
is parallel, but the twinning lines in albite are straight and aha;t>p, those 
in mio~ooline are blurred, sometimes slightly curved, and almost always 
disc-shaped. The cleavage parallel to (001} is superior to that parallel 
to (010) and tho cleavage lines cut across microelina and albite without 
ottset at the boundaey. 
Another section of the same rook cut nearly parallel to the elonga-
tion of the quartz rods was found to be 11early parallel to the (001) :f'aee 
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ot microcline. The quartz l'Ode were disposed in sharp-pointed lentils whic.h 
were parallel to or at high angles with the (010) - mierocline ...... cleavage 
direction. The (010) eleavage of mie:rocline was not well developed in 
the section. The grating stru.eture due to albi te and roicroeline twinning 
was t7ell shown in the mierocline seen in this section.. An inte:resting 
teature br~~ght out in the appended Rosiwal analysis is the difference in 
proportion of albite in the sections, it being noticeably higher in the 
transve~se than in the longitudinal one. 
The question or the o~1entation or the quartz :rod~ in the graphic 
granite rrom the gem tourmaline field ot southern California has been 
oaretull.y investigated by w. T. Schaller. The accompanying diagram is 
based on oral information from Dr. Schalle~. 
a 
0 
010 
c 
b 
(001) 
Normal 
fo 2 0 1 
Figure 2.- Diagram Eh.owing orientation of quartz rods in 
graphic granite. In the figures a, b, and o 
are the three orystallographia axes of microc line . 
C0 is the vertical crystallographic axis of quartz. A.rpha is a small angle , 'Whose value is not known. 
Johannsen1 cites 17 modes (mineral composition) ot graphio granite. 
In 16 o:r these 1;he !'eldspnr is miorocliae•mioroperthite , (evidently there 
is an error in this table as he states on pe.ge ea that Holmes tou.nd the 
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constituents ot graphic granite from Mozmnbique to be quartz and microcline-
mic:roperthi te, whereas in the table on p.ige 85 the teldspar is listed as 
microperthite). Only one specimen cited has microcline as the :f'e),.dspar. 
The average of sixteen modal analyses at miarocline•microperthita is 
Quartz 
Feldspar 
Average Range 
34.00 -17.65 
'l'he average ot 10 ohemical analyses ot graphic granite cited by 
J'ohannsen2 
Average Range 
8102 '13.48 ., •• 58 - '11.00 
Al203 14.57 10.31 ... 13.37 
re2o3 .13 .30 -
OaO .2'7 .'12 - .oo 
Na20 2.2a 3.44 - l.16 
1C20 9.00 10.09 - '1.0& 
B20 .1'1 .57 -
l 
J'ohannsen, A. Petrography, vol. II, p. 05 (1932) 
The results ot three Rosiwal analyses, two Of them on the same 
rook• are here set forth, Jl megaseopic pla.n.imetrie atlal.yais of the 
coarse grained graphic granite was made on a smoothly ground section. 
nonnal to the quartz el<m.go.tion.. The proaedure was' as foliows: The 
section we.s coated with ant'broid, a fest dry:lng cellulose cor.1pound. The 
areas umlerlain by quartz were out away and the aeraps of arabroid coll-
eeted and weighed. The remaining arobroid• which waa underlain by teld-
spar, was peeled off and weighed. The weight of the em.b:roid whic:ih over ... 
la,y quartz and the weight o:f' tht' al11b1•oid which ove:rle.y feldspar give a 
fair measure of the respective quantities of these two substances. 
l 
Larsen and Miller have reeently evaluated the Hosiwal method 
ror detennining the modal composition o:f' a roek. They conclude that a 
Eosiwal analysis should not be expx·essed closer than the nearest per cent. 
With this conclusion the writer :i.s in accord, but the s.ppe:nded. figures on 
several Rosiwal analyses are allowed to stand as they wel•a computed, to 
the neax•eat ten th ot a per eent. It is to be understood that their a.ceur .. 
t1.0Y is only to the nearest pereent. 
l 
l.arsen, E. s .. and Miller, ll', s. The Rosiwe.l method and the modal 
determination of' rocks. .Am .. Mineralogist, vol~ 20, pp. 260-273, 
April ( 1935} • 
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Mlne~l Vol. ~ ?lt. 
" 
Mic:rocline 60.J. 59,5 
QuRrtz ia.:a lS.? 
Albit& 21 .. ? s1.a 
.r,n . u . r 
.. 
l.QO.O 100,0 
Miorocltne Quartz Albite Graphic Granite 
li .Md5t.S>' A l\xl.S.?% A .Adl. .• ~ 
Silioa 
"·' 
aa.4 100 l.S.'1 oa.·? 15.0 72.l. 
Alumilla l.8.4 10.g 0 0 l0.5 4.25 15.$ 
Potash lthil 10.l 0 0 0 0 10.:i. 
~~oda Q G 
-
0 0 ll.8 2.57 2.6 
-
59,4 lS.'1 21 .. s2 100.0 
.Analytde ot same rock but la:rger section (t$Onax5cm.) • made by 
painting with twlbl"Oid• eepa:ra'bing aree...e und.erlatn by querta t1·om those 
unde1·lain 'by teldspe.l:'. The agreeaent between the two analyses is very 
olose,.. 
Mineral 
ie.e 
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ROSIWAL ANALYSIS OF FINE GRAINED GRAPR!C GRANITE 
Seetio~ eut :earallel to elonsat$.on ot quartz rods 
Mineral 
Mia roe line Quartz 
Albite 
Mierocline 
56-& 
22 .. l 
21.3 ,....,. 
100.0 
Q,uartz 
Silica 
Alumina 
Potash 
Soda 
64al1 
ia.4 
l.f:).g 
3&.2 
10.$ 
9.5 
0 ' 
100 
o, 
Miorocline Quartz 
Albite 
Silica 
Altunina 
Potash 
Soda 
64.'1 
lS.4 
16.0 
() 
-
se.o 
Intervals 
122.17 
54.44 . 
G0.84 
32.e 
9.4 
e.e 
0 
-
22/1 
51.-i 
21h9 
20.? 
100.0 
Quartz 
A Ax25.4~ 
100 
0 
Q 
0 
23.4 
0 
0 
0 
Albite 
A .AX2l.4~ 
6Eh7 
19.5 
0 
ii.a . 
s. G, 
2 .. 56 
2.G6 
2.61 
14.V 
•• 2 
0 
!·~. 
152.0 
Sl.O 
67.0 
Albite 
A .AX25 •. ~ 
68 .• 7. 
10.5 
0 
ll.S 
l?.7 
5.0-
() 
·a.1 
wt.% 
55.$) 
22 .. v 
:u.4 
ioo.o 
Granite 
75.6 
14.5 
t.5 
f:.t> 
l.OO.l 
W't( .Iii. ,• • ... 7'!. 
50.a 
23 .... 
25.a 
·100.0 
Granite 
73.9 
14.4 
a.e 
$.l 
100.0 
Although there is probably some soda. in mieroeline and some potash in 
albite, it was not possible to estimate the percentage in each case. 
It semns likely that it both taotors are neglected• the results are 
~easonably correct. 
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PLATE XIX 
A. PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF GRAPHIC GRANITE 
The dark twinned areas are microcline. 
The light twinned areas are albite. 
The untwinned areas are quartz 
Crossed nicols x22 
B. CLEAVELANDITE VEINING MIOROCLih'E 
Photomicrograph showing mierocline 
beined by cleavelandite* The micro~ 
cline is recognized by its grating 
structure 
Cr ossed nicols x22 

Ort hoc lase 
It has only reoently been recognized that the dominant feldspar 
ot granite pegma.tites is wiorocline. some writers give the reader the 
impression, at leaet. that orthoelase is predominant, or is :round in 
amounts about equal to microoline. Batch and Wellsl state grani te ... peg-
matites oo:neist essentially of quartz, feldspar(orthoalase or micr<:>cline) 
and mica(muacovite and biotite). Rastall2 states the feldspar(ot 11eg-
matitea} is usually of' the :most alkaline type, or~hoclase, microoline, 
al.bite, and perthite. Tyrroll3 ie l ess apeoific. he notes that "granite 
pegmati tes are mainly composed ot alkttli-telspars and quartz." P1rrson .. 
Knopt4 state the "chief minerale(of granite pegmatites) are qua.1·tz and 
feldspar, t he latter being mostly ortb.oclaae or the variety of it called 
microcline, though a l.bite EU.so occura., i• &1sttn5 lists orthoclase as one 
of the minerals :repo1•ted. from the pegmt1·U te deposits and says "orthoclase-
present with mierocline 1s nearly all of the peg.matites, tho two being 
commonly intergrown in the same crystal.," 
laatch. ll"'• a:., and Wells, iA.. K. The petrology of the igneous rooks . 
PP• 342•344 (1926) 
2Rastallt R. H. The geology of the meta.111ferous deposits, p.44 (1~23) 
3 ' Tyrrell• G. w. The prinoiples ot petrology. p. 162 (1926) 
4p1rrson1 Louis V", and Knopf , A. Roe.ks and rock rninera.ls. 2nd ed.. rev., 
)};; 219 (1926) 
5~~stin, Edson s . Geology of the pegnu~tites and associated rocks of 
. Maine. U. S .G.S • .Bull. 445• P• 17 (1911) 
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On the other hand-. in desoribing the pegmati tes ot central Maine, La.ndeal 
wrote npotasb. feldspar, usually mierocltne, is a leading L1ineral in the 
granite pe€1llatites of oentra:l Maine,: and elsewhere. 0 Al.though Land.es2 
does not detinitel:r state 'that he did not final o:rthoclase in ·the :pegma-
tites of central Maine, he does not list or daso:r,-ibe it. J'ohannsenS 
has recently SUl'flmarized the literature on pegmatites and eo,...raotly, in. 
the opinion of the present writer, states that m.ioroaline ... mieropertllite 
is the most aomrnou feldspar of granite ... pee;m.a.tites. Joharmaen4 considers 
the eseential constituents ot granite~peeJlnatites to be quartz, orthoclase, 
microoline, and perthite111 In a communiea.tion to the editor ot' 'fie.rd'a 
Mineral Bulle'tiin, .Dr. u. L-. Allins5 wrote '*Microscopically they{mee.ning 
orthoclase and microeline) are quite distinct beca~.e. microoline 1s 
usually twinned. in its ehttracteriatic wa.'fi., You will never final in a 
pegm.atite tl'Ue orthoolaae in large cleavable masses because it does not 
exist. 1' 
1tandes, Kenneth L• The para.genesis ot the granite pegma.tites of 
central Maine. iun. Mineralogist, 10, P• 368 (1925) 
3Johannsen, A• A descriptive petrography 0;.1t· igneous rocks. 
11; 72•84 (1932) 
5Alling, a. L. , in notes froxn dorreaponde1tts: Ward •a Mineral Bulletin, 
ll: P• 2 (1934) 
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l . . In this connection it may be recalled that ~ndee found the chsracteris• 
tic albite and perioline twinning to he commonly absent tram the mierocline 
he ext:unined tram. the pegmo.tites ot central Maine. Prof• Charles Palaohe2 
wr1 ting to the adi tor of Ward• a Mineral Bulletin said, ''X am inclined to 
think you are quite ri~t that orthoclase does not oecur in pegma~1tes." 
The qUo.stion as to the abundant oecur.:rence ot: orthoclase ill 
oleavable messes in granite pe@Jlatites is complicated by the belief ot 
some workers that microcline ond orthoolaae are not separe.te apeeies, 
orthoclase being viewed by them ~1a a aub-microscopicall.y twinned variety 
of' mic:rocline. Mallard and W.ehel-~vy ·strongly advocated this view. 
It has also received support in the writings ot H. L. Alli~g.3 Sohnlle~ ,4 
one of the most experienced ot the pesaatite investigators. believed 
orthoolsse should be regarded as a su.b-miorosoopioall.y twinned variety ot 
mi~rooline. The recent wo.rk ot .Ale~ander !tohler,5 who heated miorooline 
nearly f;t'ee from al.bite to ioooo c tor 500 hours nnd found no .ovidence ot 
a monoclinic modification in the material so treated; taken with (1) the 
6 
x ... ray evidence reported 'by Barth, (2) the previous studies on spec1tio 
l Landes, Kenneth K •• The para.genesis ot the granite pe@11etites ot 
central Maine. .Am. Mineralogist, io. P• 367 (1925) 
2Paiache, Charles, in Notes trom correspondents: Ward's Mineral Bulletin, 
vol. II, P• 2 (1934) 
3 Alling, H. L. • Tho mineralography of the feldspars. :four. Geol . 29: 
194·~94 ( 19 21) 
4schaller, w. T., Ornl communication (1934) 
5
x:ohler, Ale:lrlinder •• The dimorphism of potash feldspar: Centr. Mineralo 
Geol. A._ PP• 113-21 (1~3) 
6 . . . Barth, Tom. F.Vf. 1 Polymorphic phenomena and crystal structure: 
Am. Jour. Sci._ vol . XXVII :Pll.278•283 (1934) 
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gravity, optic nngle. and. retr&c.tive indices, end (3) the experimental 
observation tha.t orthoela.ae doe a invert at about 900°0. ~ would set'.im to 
a'Ufficiently eatablieh a aep':lrate ic1ent1 ty of o:rthoclase and microoline* 
lis used by the present wrl ter orthoolaae ie the potash 1'eld,s:pnr which is. 
not multiple trJinned t-i.nd hna nn extinetion angle on (001) ot o0 .. Micro-
ol:lna is the po'tlesll feldapEtl', which mey or may not be multiple twinned 
and hna an extinction angle o:n (001) of l~la0• 
Much ortlloalase htta been found in tt.& complex pegma.tites ot 
Mesa G:rilnde t~:nd Pala, OrAlifornia. !t OCQU:t'a min.l.y in the middl$ por'tion, 
Ol'' :pa.y at~ak ot t.he dikEH1, . ~n<l 1-onna euhed:ral pa:rth! tic crystals ot con ... 
!d.de::r.td:ile siz~~ Oriented thin sectionG cut :from a sped.men coll.eeted at 
Pala show the minerHl to be orthoolase, with perthitio inclusions ot 
~lbite. No twinning of fJllY kind ia perceptible in seotiona of orthoclase 
out pr~~~llel to the aide pina.eoid (ClO) end only very faint m1crocline 
twinning on those cut parallel te thE1! base (OOl}. The sections ou:t pa;l:'a~ 
llel. to thEI bt~aa shaw pamll.el e~ti:na t:ton to the. trece 0:t ·the 010 cleavage. 
In thia speobilen inversion of orthoolaae to miorouline has been very 
slight and rm:ay be due wholly to thin section grinding. 
A apeoimen ot potash feldspar t~om Pala waa examined in ooneide~ 
abltt detail. Severtil thin eeoti0.nt1 were gt'OWld. Some were mtu:le with the 
u.tt11ost ea:x-(1, using as tine abmeive a.a possible and as little pMs$ure a.s 
poi:rnd.ble throughout the ope:r!rtions. Others were ground with the e:ppl.ica ... 
tion of consider.a.ble pl·sasu.z• anti m. th the use ot as coa;rs$ abrt:tsiv& aB 
possible... 'One of: tht>J sections 'tfae mad~ by enoas:tng the: mineral ehip in 
a sheath ot sold.el'! fdld grinding the chip so ;protected in a slow. oantul 
m~tnle:i:.-. ·All of these sections were round to show pereeptible microcline 
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twinning and no dif'terence oould be noted in the amount ot m1orocl1ne 
twinning 1n the various slideat regardless ot the wa.y th.ey w.,:re ground. 
Most o:r the seottons trom the interior or the specimen out parallel io 
the base extinguish between cross nieols io the tl'B.te ot the 010 cleavage 
indicating the mineral is orthoclase. fhe st:ru.cture and cooiposition ot 
the t:i:-anspal'en·t end ot a specimen collected at Pal.a show a number ot in• 
teresting feature_s. It can be seen llltgascopiot;.ll.y tha.t the transparent 
portion is not perth 1t1o. The mio rosoope reveals this pal't to be strongl7 
twinned on the albi te law and the lamellae til'e pl.a.inly Visible bo·th in 
thin section and in powdered t.ra©Uents. Thilf part of the crystal is ob• 
vioualy-mioroclin$. Speetroucopie examination ot the tl"anepa.rent and ot 
" 
the perthitic parts diaoloe$ a higher percent ot lithium in the transparen1 
part than in the ma.in body. The rela. t1o:n between transpe:enoy, miorocl.ine 
inversion, absence of perthitic elbite, and percent ot lithium is note-
wOl"thy, but its natural history is not clear. 'l1he mineral being discussed 
1111 mainly orthoclase, which has inverted partly to mic:rooline. i'he inver-
sion has been accelerated oll' actlompanied by inerease in the lithium content. 
It seems probable that the st~ins set up during thin section srir:J.ding 
hav• inoreaeed. the inversiOn ot orthoclase to miorocline; how :much this 
1nc:r.'$ase has been it is not possible to state, except that 1 t appea.re cer-
tain that the stresses applied even iu very care:tul grinding are sutt.ioient 
to produce tvd.nn.ing atr1a.tiona in the orthoclase examined during thia study. 
Ad.mi tted.ly, microcline perthi te is the predominant feldspar in the 
complex pegmatites ot southern Cal~fornia and makes up a large proportion 
ot these dikea. Orthoclaae, b.owevor, in several stages ot inversion to 
n11e:rocU.ne • does ocour abundantly in coarse olea.va.ble masses. It is t'req• 
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uently not possible to deteJ:mine the extont ot natural inversion ot 
orth-:icl.ese to mieroolins because strains :tndu.<te~ by thin section grind• 
ing may develop o:r increase the extent ot 1nverston .. 
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Mio~oelin.e is round 1n all the simple l1th1a Ji&gmati tes ot 
eou.thern 0€~ litornia • W:t th quariz1 1 t makes up the bulk ot these pef!'Pla• 
tites. Miorocline is round iP. gl•a:phio intersrowth with quartz. and as 
l"ather large coaree masses associated with graphic granite and quartz 
masses in the middle urtd uppel' part ot the dikes; as tine•gra1ned anhedrons 
in the sarnet•a.lbita•aplite tn the bottcn ot the dikea; and a.s etlhedral. or 
subhedral crystals in the pay-streak. 1l'he ooal'se-grained varieties are 
al.most alwayt¥ perthit1c 1 the guest i"eldspar ia 1 in all oaaee examined 
microscopically, albite 01' highly alb1tic ple.gioclaae. The occurrence 
ot perthi Uc texture produced under a variety ot eond.i tiona may, with 
oaretul study, lead to a bette~ understanding of their origin. 
IJ:'h~ mierocline ot graphic granite is canmonly white or a very 
light g:ray.. F~quently it ia .taint pink; the tfpioal rather strong sbade 
ot ptnk or red aeen in microcline trommost peE111atites hes not been tound 
common in the pegmatites herein described. Microcline. in coarse masses 
in the middle and uppe;r part ot the dikes, toxms two rather different 
types. One type ot n1ic:rooline is white or 11er:1 light in color s.nd seems 
to be chamctaristic ot the dikes or parts ot dikes in which the pa.y• 
streaks are small or restricted and lepidolite is absent or exiguous. 
In the dikes that show much hydrothermal effects, usually but not always 
indicated by lep1dolite, lithia tourmaline, or other lithia•bearing 
miner1;1.ls, a grey colored mi.orooline is prevalent. Both a.1'0 perthitio, 
the white variety probably more highly a.lbit1c than tlae e,re:y. It seems 
clear that the grey rnicrocUne b younger than the white and one might 
suspect a slightly di:t1terent a:lkalt canposi t1on for it. With this in 
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mtnd• specimens of white and ot grey mieroeline were examined by- qu@1:4·"'" 
tative speotX'al analyses f'or lithium, qaesium., and l:'Ub.1d1um. Rubidium 
and caesium. were found to be e.bsent • exoept perh~,ipe in eJ:tJremel.y small 
amounts. Litb.:t:wn was tound in both f!U'J.d while it was not possible· to 
even appro:d.mntely esti.n.mte the percent ot lithium in the apeotmens, the 
intensity ot the lines or lithium in the visible speotl'Um was about the 
StJMe in both ty»ea ot mierocl1ne. 
?Aot_1t, but not ull-. the mic:rooline exa!I'J.ined tnicrosooplcally is 
twinned en the alb1te ~rid mieioeoline tvd.nning lows. The polysy):ltne.ticc 
twinning in all the teldspar examined which exhibit it, is always muoh 
mo!\}; pronounced in thin aection than in powdered grains. 
Where the deposition of hydrothermal, poat .. consolidation minerals 
has been most pronounced a peculiar teature is often round in the struct-
ure ot grey mia:rool1ne. A large individual crystal of grey mieroeline is 
seen to be surrounded 011 all sides by hydrotnannal minerals - white and 
bluisb. ... white a.lbite 1 black: touxmaline, brown g1arnet , green muaoovite, and 
quartz .,. in such a way na to suggest very strongly that grey microoline 
was deposited earlier and. replaoed by the late:r mine:rale• replacel)lent 
being less ~tround eaeh large miorocline individual.,,, The pre€Je1"\'ntion 
ot earlier formed minerals as :ll'OS:lduals !n later minerals 1s, of course, 
one of the best criteria of age :relations wherever tbe evidence, whioh 
uam~lly is bast seen in the 1"1eld, is clear. Dr. Sehaller cence:l'ved the 
hypothesis that residuals ot miorocline found in the lower pa.rt of the 
dikes, in the so-called line rook• ooUld be used to prove that the lower 
part or the dikes were once composed of mierooline, most of whieh has 
been replaoed by qµa.rtz and al.bite rook. During the cow:·se ot a field 
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trip with Dr. Schaller the writer had pointed out to him 11.1any examples 
ot textures in the lower part ot the dike which suggested to Dr. Scholler 
the foregoing interpretatiou, 'but the writer regards these as inoen.olusive. 
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PLA'I'E XX 
A, CLEAVELANDITE 
Photomicrograph showing cleavelandite, 
the platy variety of albite 
Crossed nicols x22 
B. CLEAVEL.i\NDITE, Q,UARTZ, AND LEPIDOLITE 
Photomicrograph showing (a) clea.velandite, 
(b) quartz, and (c) lepidolite 
Crossed nicols x22 

Figure 3.-
Avero-gr; frend 
of" A/.6/le Veins 
xl 
A sketch illustrating the appearance of perthitic veinlets 
of albite on cleavage surfaces of microcline perthite. 
Albi.te 
Albi te 1a tound in the U thia peg1na: tit6's of southern Oalitomia. 
in seYeral di:f'ferent form.$, As a. perthit1c :tntergrowth with mic:rocline 
1u miorocl.1no ... m:l.oropertb$.te• · whioh may or may not contain quartz and henoe 
const1 tu.te graphic gram ta, it mekea up an appreciable proportion ot the 
coarse grained uppe:r part Cit the dikes. Albite is also found as a peJ:i'>o't 
thi tie 1n:te~growtb in euhedral :nd.crocl:1ne and o:rthoelase from the pay .... 
I 
streak. Frequently the twinning striae on albite are 'V'isible on the 
cleavages ot these eryetals • 
.Alb:tte is a.bund£'.nt in garnet albite apU.te, wh1oh occurs in the 
b~ttom. parts of moet ot the lithia peainatite 4ikes. 
The variety of albite called ole&'V:elancU.te is abunda.11t in lithia 
pegm.atite. It is round ill the pay-streak as platy aggrege.ies ihat ob ... 
vtously have replaced part of the aeeociated minerals, It al.so occurs 
at numerous 1'einlets cutting older mineral.a. The lithia minerals a.re 
almqat always accompanied by more or less cleav&landite and its presence, 
generally clearly Visible. is a definite sign that the particular see ... 
tion ot the dike in which it oeeurs has undergone a post-oonsol1dat1on 
history" Many, but not all; ot the l.ttrge crystals or black t0Ul'nlalin0 
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Quartz 
Quartz is, after miorocline, the most important mineral ot the 
pegmatites from the standpoint of bulk. It is an essentia l constituent 
of the line rock and ot graphic granite. It has been introduoed a.t 
praetioally every hydrothermal stage end in well•crystullized form has 
in 
b~en found most of the pockets. Lepidolite is always associated quartz 
and is never found absolutely pUl"e·. 
In the dikes in which hy'drothermal action has been most intense, tor 
example in the p;.: la Chief dike and in sorae of the dikes on Hiriart Hill. 
quartz t"ormed large, euhedral crystals, some weighing more than a hundred 
pounds. Most of these crystals we~e smoky. 
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Muscovite 
Muscovite is en abundant and widespread mineral in the pegma~ 
titee herein discussed. It occurs in two for.ms• In the graphic granite 
and line rook it occurs as fine grained white plates. In the pay streak 
muscovite ooours in ooarse grained green crystals. It is believed that 
the green coloration indiaates a higller propol'tion of fluorine than is 
present in the white variety of muscovite. 
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Biotite 
Biotite is found in aom~ of the lithia pagmatites of Pala ~nd 
Mesa Grunde,. It almost always occurs in a.ssoaiation with graphic granite 
in the upper portions of' ·tne dikes. W'.h.era present in this environment 
it usually forms flat, thin plates which seem to line fractures in the 
r.raphia g:ra.."lite. r hese plates a.re generally oriented normal to the 
walls of' the dike. Fl'nm. the field relationships the writer has gained 
the impression that/ biotite in the lithia pegmatite dikes has been form-
ed by reaction with the gabbroio wall rock .. 
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Lepidolite 
Lepidolite~ the lithium micQ, in small quantities 1s e oolJll.'ilon 
c1:instituents in xru.1ny of the dikes e.t Pela !ind Mesa Grl.'mde. lt is .found 
both tine grained and ooarae g:>ained • ~Vherever it occurs in large 
masses it is usually tine grained. Jrt the Stewal:'t mine> £~t Pala, 
le:pidolite occu rred in l arge amounte. Rubelli te, albi te, and quartz 
are found with it, Le:p1dolite ie al.most always found where gem tour ... 
ma.line has bean deposi tecl; the miners found this to be eo const~;nt an 
asaoeieit:l.on thri t they believed that where lepido11te was absent, gem 
tm.1.rmaline would not be t'ound. 
Garnet 
Bed or brown. garnet is abundantly developed in most ot the lithia 
pegtnatite. It is one or the ohiet constituents ot the so-called line rook, 
or garnet aplite, where it oecurs e.s an.all, eUhedral crystals which are 
banded in layers roughly pa~llel to the f'ootwall, or in curved layers 
which resemble open folds. In the pay streak garnet 1a canmon as rather 
large crystals, ,of the order ot a centimeter or two in diameter. Some ot 
these garnet crystals in the paystreak are clear and untlawed, but most 
ot them are badly fractured. Most of the reports on the gem stones ot 
San Diego County reter to these garnets as being essonite (grossularite). 
Those examined by the present writer are all spessartite. the manganese 
garnet. 
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Tourmaline 
Tourmaline is extensivel,y and abundantly developed in the complex 
and lithia pe0llatites a.t southern Oalitornia. In the pe~tites of Meaa 
Gra.Dde and Pala it occurs in two chief. cla~ses, (l) ordinary bl.a.ck or 
bluish-black, and (2) lithia•bearing. 'l'he lithia~bear1ng class is always 
more or less tl'Snsparent ·Q.d is colored or colorless. As will be under-
stood t~v~he ~ter dtaeusaion of the origin ot some ot the 11 thia toUlllle.-
lt:ne, patehes or residual ends et black tounna.line are otten found QJl 
single oryatal~ ot lithia ~oUimaline. Several aolo~s may be present in a 
single l1th1e. tounaa.li:n.e crystal. These colors may be arranged in bands 
parallel to the base, or in concentric zonea about the verti~al axis; or 
1.n an irregular. random tasbion. Both the li thia and comnon tounnaline 
are tt:equently bent and broken and the fractures sealed. In the case ot 
black tourmaline the ceinenting material is conmonly quartz or albite; 
in the case ot lithia tourmaUne the cementing material may be quartz. 
or albite. or later toumaaline. 
Black: tourmaline· is an important oonsti tuen:t ot muoh ot the upper 
part of the dikes and ot tho paystreak material. In the upper part ot 
the dikes it is frequently associated w1 th quartz, with whieh 1 t of'ten 
tome clumps that seem to have been introduced into the body o:t the dike 
trom some point near the middle and have made their way upward •.. Albite 
is also frequently f'ound associated with black tourmaline, otten as a 
corona or rim about the sides ot a crystal of black toUl'ma.line. The var-
ious kinds ot colored tourmaline, in addition to having lithium. as a 
oozrmon character, are restricted to the pay streak ot the dikes, generally 
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to pookets which appear along the :pay atrea.k. 
No published chemioal analyses of blaQk touzmaline trOttl. Mesa 
Grande or Pala e.re available. Sehall.er1 has given us th~ reau.lt$ of 
analyses Jl'lade on black to11maline from Lost Valley and from Re:m~ne.; 
San Diego County. · These anal.Y'ses are reproduced on J?la te riVII. 
A teature et interest :1.n canparison Of these two analyses ia the rather 
high percentage of magnesium, 5,48%, in the Lost Valley material, in con-
tra~t to the low percentage ot :mapeeium •. 0.10%, in ~e ~ona. ~ter~al. 
', ' . 
Like most of the black toumal:tne repo;rted in the literature, i:ne spocimens 
. . . 
f'rom Lost Vallqy and Ramona are low in fluorine.. It is not possible by 
much 
optical means alone to throw"'light on the composi tioa. ot black toume.line 
trom Mesa Gran.de and Pala. Ward, 2 who has r~cently made a detailed ohemi• 
cal and optical investigation of the black tourmalines, was able to con-
clude that an increase in total iron yielded an increase in retringenoe 
and birefringence• but this tact in i tselt is ot little use in estimating 
the chemical compost tion ot a particul ar apecime:n. Ward also noted that 
the mtrre the iron in the black tounnaline, the blacker the oolor. The 
chemical analyses or black tounnaline reproduced on Plate XXVll appear to 
the writer to oe ot value in establishing the point that during the early 
cryatalli~tion fluorine was either in a too . aotive state to be ttfrozen" 
cu\ ot the pegmatitic magma, or it has not yet been introduced. ot these 
two hypotheses the latter '96fllnS to be more probable. 
'l'he black tounnaline examined optically by the present writer was 
l Schaller, W. T. BUll. 419, U. s. G. s. P• 280 (1910) 
2ward, George w. A chemical and optical study of the black tourmalines • 
.Am. Mineralogist, vol. 16, pp. 145-189 (1931). 
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diohroic in blue (Z) and violet (:X:) tints. Absorption parallel to z 
varies in different specimens. in aome it is much less strong than in 
others. Where the absorption is lees strong the diohroiam exhibits lighter 
tints, the color ot the :X: ray approachi~ . the colorless state of lithia 
tounrmline. the color ot the Z ray approaching the light blue ot the 
lithia. toUl'IYlaline. The generalization may be ma.de that an increase in 
total alkali (principally sodiuxn. 1 but possibly some potassium and lithium} 
causes a diminution in the amount and nature ot absorption, which, ot 
course; results in a change in the diehro:l.ent.. 
Colored or colorless tourmaline always has in 1t more or less 
lithium.., This tact is attested by the chemical analyses made by Schaller 
and reproduced on Plate XXV'Il and by supplementary spectral analyses made 
by the present writer. the results ot which are also set torth on Plate 
XX.VII. The principal colors found in tounnaline are pink (or red)~ green. 
·and blue. These are known as rubellite, em.eralite. and indicolite, res• 
pectively. The colorless variety is known as achroite. In the Pala. and 
Mesa Grande dikes all or nearly all of the oolor phe.ses occur, although 
one dike or a particular section of a dike may have a preponderance of 
tounn.aline ot one color. 
The colored, or lithia tounnaline, appears to have been formed in 
the pay-streak both by replacement ot earlier formed black tourmaline and 
by deposition of initially lithia touxmsline. There is positive evidence 
tor the tirst type ot formation as some specimens show a gradation from 
' 
black into colored phases in the same erystal. Origin by deposition of 
material, eit~er by replacement or cavity tilling; as 1nit1ally lithia 
tounnaline seellls likely. 
S1noe all colored tourmaline contains lithia, sane other reason 
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should be looked to for the cause ot color variation. 'fo be sure, one 
might hypothesize that ve.rt.ations in the percentage ot lithium or in the 
alkali ra.tio causei'.' the oolor changes, but this seems unlikely. Sehaller 
has done a large amount ot work on thia problem; but his results are nQt 
available. The writer attempted to apply spec1iral methods to disclose the 
elements present in the various colored phases ot toumaline in the. hope 
that light might be thrown on the problem ot color variation. While 
spectral method.a are not of great Value b.fi!re, 'beca.us~ th~ l"adia.tions given 
ott l>Y manganese and iron are not easily and surely detectable w1th the 
visual tsp~<:trometel.", it seems possible to dra.w the tollow1ng conclusions 
on the cause ot color and ot color val1.ation in the lilhia tourmaline ot 
Mee11 G;rande and Pala, It we take aQ our starting point a multioololl'Qd or 
zoned crystal ot tou;l.".ttla.line which has in it black* gl?'eenish or bluish, 
pink and colo:rleaB phases, these ehangc,s in composition appear probable. 
The introduction, by replacement, Of lithium and manganese eon•erta the 
black, toUl'maline into green tourmaline. Aluminum, al.though not ordinarily 
a.onsidered to 'be a mobile element. is aleo eviden~ly intrqdu.eed a.t this 
stage. Obviously none of these l'eactione go to completion over the whole 
crystal, otherwise it would not now be multicolored. The chief element 
lost during this process is iron, prosumabl7 moat ot this was in the 
terrous state. With turther decrease in iron* increase in manganese and 
lithiWll and aluminum, part or the Cl7etal becomes nolorlese. 
With :turtber decrease in iron and an inel'ease i~ the manganeso•1ron 
ra111o {manga.nes.a mnc·re.e1a'ing}, th• part ot the .tounnaline. so at:teoted be• 
CQl!WS pink or red~ Potassium. may or may nQt be introduc•d at this stage. 
Flu.orine and water have been introduQed from the start; a considerable am.• 
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ount ot water was already e~istent in the black tourmaline and this aJttoUh.t 
has been rela ttvely and absolutely in<;Jreased. The deep shades ot blue 
are thought to be due to a high iron content, plus a eonside.:rable amount 
ot :lntrodUoed l.ithiutti. It ahould be mphs.sized that the chief roie ot 
the lithium seems to b$ in ·rendering the c17stal transparen:t, Just how 
this is accomplished is not known. 'f. G., Ket.mard (:personal communication) 
found that there exiats a direct :celat1on between the trenspnreney ot 
' ~xn.ok:yt; quariz fran the lU.ncon pa~ati tes end the propol'tinn of' lithium; 
the higher the 11 thim eontent the ol~r the qwn:'t~. 'l'he ltl"i 'tar has 
sho11m tha. t :pocket orthoelase (partly inverted to miorocline) is clearer 
in these pol'tions in which the lithium content is high.er. The e:lear Yar ... 
iety ot beryl. morg~n:tte, trom Mesa Grande has been dete:tm.ined by the 
writer to conta.tn li:thium ae an im.por'tant oonsti tuen:t. Finally, mention 
may be nt.c.1.de or the tl'flnsparen" varieties ot pocket apodumane, kunzite end 
straw•colot'ed and colorless spodumene, whioh have a very high· proportion 
of lithium. It ie gl"ented that hydrothermal oondit!o:ns ot deposition are 
!:r:, :;duit for the development ot t:ranapanney in the$e 2.11nera1s. 
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Beryl 1s round in sparing 8lllounta in the pay streaks of some 
or the dikes. It is found both as the comm.on green beryl and aa the 
pink beryl. 'fhe latter variety is known as m.organite. Morganite has 
been round at the Pale Chier mine, Pala, and at the Himalaya lode. In 
both ot these ocourrances it e:x:1sted in pockets. Pink beryl has also 
probably been found in small quantities at the Tourmaline Queen mine 
and the TOUI'm.aline King mine. 
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Spodumene 
The colorless, yellow, and lilac varieties of spodumEuae• which 
a:re tound in gem rorm in. only one othel" :regiol.\ ot tb.a world:, the isl.and 
ct Me.dagaaeu.•t were :r1,.-st disoo~~rrad e.t Pe.la in 1902 on lliriart Rill. 
Early in 1905 t~e Pala Ohi~f mine was diacOVttl"ed and haa yielded a large 
number ot beau.titul specimens ot delicately tinted t:ra.nspa:rent .epcd.umfU:Uh 
All Of the tran·eparent Tt1ritt:i.e$ of apodume)le • except green, are called 
kunz1te* although to the popu,~\l:" viett this n~ ref'e:i.'s to ;h& lilac 
tinted material only. 
Many ot the eryatals from the Pa.la Ohiei" mine were large. fhe 
wr:tter has seen a tabular cl'fstal ot a deep ltla.e color that is an inoh 
s.nd a halt wide, about a hs.l:f ineh tbiolc, and over a toot and a halt 
long. Sehaller1 has deaeribed the cle£ir SJOdumene trom the Pa.la Chief 
mine and the specimens available to the writer do not show any unusual 
or ditte:rent features trom those menttonad by him.. The pronounced pleo• 
chroism ia an. attra.otive property. Clear pieces may be nearly Qolorlass 
when exa1dned in light eo:mi:og through the crystal at right angles to 
the cleavage (pEfr:t.'e~t llO). In the same crystal, when the light traTela 
pa.l'Sllel. to the olea.Yage• a rather deel) lilac tint is :rev•al.ed. The 
:X: and Y '1Jays of the lilac varieties are both colored amethystine-; their 
d!reetions or vibration al'$ nearly at right angles to the cleavage. 
The cleavage ot k:Unzi te renders it dif'.f ieul t to cut. As else• 
wher$ pointed out it is rather soft (H $1">7} tor a gem stone and in scme 
l 
Schaller; vi. T .. 
Univ. Cul. Dept. Geol.. Bull. 3: 2G~275 
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cases loses its color after long exposure to sunlight. 
'l'he lila.o color of lrunzi te may be due to manganese. l Schaller 
has detel'm.ined Oitlt5% ot Mn20a in kttnzi te from the Pa.la Chief mine, :Pe.la. 
On the other hand'• the oolo:r may be due to the stat$ or- ion.izaUon of 
one ct the elements in the mineral. It is tentatively suggeeted that 
a ve'" minute quantity ot~ one element, the m ter 1 s inclined to think 
it 1$ lithium, ~as been redueed to a neut1:8.l state in tht) epaco lattice 
ot the spodumene molecule., The element may b& :manganese; hewever. in 
auch a neutral state. such view is taken because ot the action ot 
radiations ot low wave length on ktm.zite. Sane el'fatals ot kt..111zite 
a.:tter e:q>osure to eunligh t have l.oat thei~ pink color. It has been ob-
ae:rvea. that radium emanat:tono and X•l'afa also hia:Je the pewer ot nnd.et-
ing pink kunzite, ·oolor1ess. M:rs. F~ A. SalmoM, ot Pal.a, ab.owed. the 
writer a cut kunzi te g~ that had been initially pink and atter exposure 
to radium emanations tor a certain period of. time vma rendered colorless. 
l'3a11kertil.ltl and .K\lll.a2 l."epo~t tb.t1t pho1puoreacent etreot on ku.nzite by var.-
1ous radiations• but they do not ate.te the col.or or the mineral a.:tter 
l 
Sehaller, w,, T. 
Spoduni.ene :tram S~w. Di.ego: County, OaUt. U.O. Pu.bl. Dept. Geol., 
V<Jl. 3: 265-276 {l9Q3) 
2&sk$l'Ville, C. and Kunz, <h if• 
Kunzi te and its unique properties. .Am. 3'. Sci, (4) lEh 25 (1904) 
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Ii. ll'la$S of: native 'biamuth waieJlitl{e about a humb-ed !JO\Uld$, was 
:tou:nd embedded. 111 a l.®.:rge quaJ:<tz bocly in the S'llewart mine,, Pala.. IJ1he 
q).ttirtz body was near the main shoot of lepidoli te ore. A lat"ge mats$ or 
amblygoni ta, mil1ed :t'o:c· l.ith:t'U'nl., was al.$0 tounrl embedded. 1n the quart~ 
body., The bism:u.th was entirely removed during mining operaUor.u;;. Moat 
of it, :p:r.e~ium:ably waa uaed as e:r,eeim$!! 11:1a:1,ia~ial .. 
Jlceor1Une to Kunz1 noverlying the great ~ss ot ainbly-g0ni ~- a 1 
the lap1dolite nd.~ (th~ Stewart mine, Fa.la) is a he~vy oapping ot coarse 
granite, throughout v1hiiah both metaJ.lic bi001u'th and biatni te are :preaemt 
in more or less p:r·erua:ton .. .,.. The native bismuth ia generally in long 
irregular e:eystals, nlways tor.ming a capping over another mineral. evi• 
dently tou:mia.U.ne; it el.so ttppeax-s 1n platy c~rsta.l.11ne mass(•m, several 
millimeters in length and b~dth, up to lll or l5 • " .... * .... ,. One b1$tll.Uth 
cryst:ul, an inch in length, W~;:'l.S a.videntl;; a ;psoudomor;ph or :r.•epla<.tement of 
bianuth a;fter a :teldspur( ?) *" 
Bisnutbini te 
Schaller tieo) Nports bismuthini te occurring aa an oxide. ti on 
pJ<,"Odu.ot of' nati'Vf!J bia.-nuth nt the stew$.rt rnine.. Associt:tted with ~t is bis ... 
mutospheerite {Bi2003).. Schaller d.esori.bed berth b:tsmut.hinite ~~.nd bimnuto-
sphaer1te as oxidation p1•oducts or nkttive bismuth. 'l'he ar110-u.n:t of bisu.thi ... 
ni te found at the Ste.wart mine we.a very small and. there is no reeord of it 
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having been found elsewhere in San Diego County. 
Bismutosphaerite 
This Vf!jry rare mine:t"al was found in small amount a.a an altera-
tion product ot native bianuth. at the Stewart mine. It occurs as 
grayish-black masses and as a yellow powder. 
Bismite 
Although the tormula of this m!ne;ral is given in Dana-Ford, 
Textbook ot Mineralogy (4th ed.} as Bi20:;t it ia noted that the anhydrous 
oxide nmy not occur in nature and the mineral may 'be b1SI11uth hydroxide., 
Bi (OH)3, This wae Sahalle~ta {leO) oonolusiol\ a.tt•n• a study ot the bis ... 
muth ochers from San Diego County. At Pala bis.mite is fo'l,\nd, usually 
admixed wt th more or less pueherl te (Bi V04) • as an earthy al tere.tion 
product of native bisnuth, or biamuthinite. .,ncooroing to Kunz (l40} 
b:l.smite was found (l) as a coating, orange-yellow to grey• penneattng 
the quartz and a.asoeisted mine:ruls; and (2) between the o:cyatalline ,platy 
masses ot the bianuth, from which it is unquestionably derived. 
Bismuth ocher, containing bismuth hydroxide, has been identified 
in specimens t'rom the Stewart, 'l'ourmaline King, and 11.'ourmaline Q,ueen 
mines, all at Pala; and fl'Om the Vict<>r mine at Rincon. 
Biamutite 
Biamutite is an amorphous earthy mineral (Biz{C03 ) H20) toun.d 
as an alte1•ation product with other bismuth minerale at Pala. Biamutite 
has been :t'ound at the Stewart mine 8lld may oacur at the Touma.line 'iueen 
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mine and Tourmaline King mine+ 
l?uohertte 
(lf.$0) 
.At Pa.la ;pucherite was found by Schaller aa a yellow or 
gray ocher• mixed with bismite, bismuth hydro:d.de. 
Schaller thought th&t the vamldium in puchel'ite, BiVo4 • en altera-
tion product cJt native b1snuth, may have come trom the gabbroio wall 
ot ga.bbro from Pala bf apeetroeco:pi.o methods . Inasmuch as. the. p;t'inoipal 
lines of -vanadium lie in the ultra ... violet region it was not .t'e3.a.:ii>le to 
do so~ lt is entirely reasonf.i.ble to suppos:.e -~hat the 'Vanadium in pueher• 
i te a.t Pala :inay have come from the enclosing gabbroic wall rooks. 
:a.. s. Wa.shine;ton1 reproduces numerous analyae.i;i of :fresh baaie rocks in 
which va.n~dium oxide; V~3. was reported in small amounts, usually O,Ol~ 
to 0 .. 06?]. In answer to the ot>vioua ol"i Uoism that so small amowrt of 
material in e rock would not likely be concentrated 111 a mineral, it 
.should be pointed out thr1t puche:-eite is found in very sparing quantities. 
l Washington, H. s. Chemiea.l analyses of igneous rocks; u.s. ~ol .. 
Suney_, Prof. Paper 99 (1917) 
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Triphylite • Lithiophilite 
From. these two prim.a:ry lithium•iron-manganeae phosphates all the 
other secondary phosphates have been der1vtd , Pure tr1phJl1te is 
Li Fe P04 ; pure lithioph1lite is Li Mn P04 - As round in nature triphyli'te 
always contains some manganese and lithiopbilite always contains some 
1ron. A t Pala triphylite ap~:rently altered more readily than lithioph• 
ilite. 
The moat notable loodity ror manganese phosphate minerals is 
the Stewart mine, Pala. Here l1thioph1lite. polarite, hureaulite, 
stewa:rt1 te and as.socia ted phosphate miner&le were tound in a f'ine•gra1ned 
mass at albite and lepidolite. 
Triplite 
'!1riplite , a massive and probably primary phosphate, is mentioned 
by Shaller (161) as oceu?"ring at Pala with other phosphates. 
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In 19121 \f. 'I,', Sehallerl described tour new manganese phosphates 
found in the lith1a pegmatites at Pala~ Pala :ts still the only locality 
trom which they have been indubitably reported. Because ot the unique-
ness ot these minerals, the original deseriptions gi Vtim by Schaller are 
summarized here. 
Palaite 
Palaite is a f'lesh•colored hydrous manganese phosphate, :resulting 
from the alteration ot lith1oph111te. lt ro:nns cry-stalline masses in the 
cavities of whtioh are found distinct crystals. Palaite alters to hureau .... 
lite. It occurs in the Stewart mine at Pala, from which the name of the 
:mineral is derived, 
Salmon.site 
Salmonsite is found at the Stewart mine, Pala. It results from 
the partial oxide. ti on and hydra ti on or hureauli te • and tornis elee.ve.ble 
masses of a buff color, seamed by small veins ot fibrous palaite and 
sprinkled with small masses of blue strengite. 
Sieklerite 
Sioklerite is found in oleavable masses at the Vanderburg-Naylor 
mine on lU.riart Hill near Pala. It is dark brown in color 1 wt th a light 
yellow-brown streak. Sioklerite r~aults from the alteration of lithi .... 
ojhilite. 
lschaller 1 w.T. New manganese phosphates from the gen tourraaline field 
of southern California. :r. we.ah. Aoy. Sei. 2: l44-14:f) ·. ::.~ ( 19 12) 
9") (.,, 
Stewartite 
Stewartite is a hydrous manganese phosphate tound at the Stewart 
mine, Pala, after whioh it is named. It is very abundant as e.n alteration 
product of lithiophilite which it replaces along its cleavage cracks. The 
first formation Of ste.wartite is in tine fibers arranged normal to the 
cleavage cracka .of the lithiophilite. Inegular11 bounded areas and minute 
but distinct crystals ot stewartite aleo ooour. Although abundant, it is 
intimately intermingled with th~ other minerals. Ste·warti te has e.lso been 
reported from the Tourmaline King, Tourmaline Queen, and Sickler mines 
(Hiria:rt Hill) at Pala and trom the Mack Tourmaline mine a't Rincon. 
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strengit.e 
strengite is tound rather frequently at Pala as an alteration 
product or triphylite, and perhaps, l1thiophilite. It is orthorhombic; 
usually tor.ms a blue crystalline omiting on triphyli te. Schaller eta tee 
_ etrangite is equivalent to angelard1te described by Lacrob:.l Of ange-
lard1te tao1~01x2 says, "Les phosphates r$sultant do la t:r1:1nato:rm.ation de 
la triphyli te et de la tripl1 te des Hureaux en Saint Sylvestre., .... n 
Strengi te has been .reported . tram. the Stewart.. Toul'n1aline King, Tour.mali:ne 
queen, and Sickler mines at Pala, and froni the Mack Toul'!llaline mine at 
Rincon. 
lLacroix, A. 
Mlneralogie de France et dos Colonies. Tome iv. p·p. 622-624 (1910) 
2 Idem P• 522 
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Hureaulite 
Sthaller i dentified from Pala tliis uncommon acid hydrous phosphate 
as e.n alteration product of pc:-tlaite. In turn hureaulite alters to sa.lmons·-
ite. It seems probable that hureau.lite also occurs as a direct alteration. 
product ot lithiophilite. Hurea.ulite is listed as monoclinic, the Fala 
material is mostly massive or com.paetly fibrous. Hureaul1te has been re ... 
ported from the Stewart mine, Tourmaline King mine, Tourmali~~ Queen mine, 
and Hiria.rt Hill, all at Pala; and from .the Ma.ck Tourmaline miue at Rincon. 
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Purpurite 
Sctu~ty amounts ot this rare secondary phosphe.te; firat cleseribsd 
by Schaller and Gratontl have been .found on Hiriart Hill, associated with 
triphy11ta . It is probably orthorhombic, has a deep purplielt color, a.nd 
is near the manganese and ot the isomo1•,pllous series 2(JJ1e, Mn) P04 • a2o. 
1
schaller, W • r.r • , and Gra ton, L • 0 • 
Purpurite, e. ·new mineral. A. J. s. (4) 20:146-161 (1905) 
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Manganite, Psilomelane 
Hydrous oxides ot manganese are found associated with other 
manganese minere.ls in the li thia pegrna ti tes at Pala. Mangani te, and 
psilomelan.e have been i dentified. 
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Zeolites 
Heulaudite-.· stilbite1 and le.umontite he.Ye been reported by 
l Roge:rs t.rm the Victor mine, Ri .MQn. Probably caret .. ul aearoh would 
r•veal zeolites elsewhere in th• peBJU.at1tos ot aouther.n Califomie.-
1 
ltoge:i:·s • .t..,. F • 
Minerals t:rmn the pegmatite veins ot Rincon, Ss.n Diego County, 
C&.lit. School of Mines '~uarterly 31: 200!218 (1910) 
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MISCBLLiU~.EOUS MI UERAlS 
~ncluded in the list or minerals on Plate III are a number which 
tall into one or three categories: 
.1. Interesting or unusual ruiner(ils which have been found in 
small amounts in only one or two loc~ll1ties. In this group is fluor1tet 
occurring a.t the Mt. Lily mine on Aguanga :Mt .. 1 and spinel, reported by 
Rogers to oacur at · the :Mack mine, Rincon. 
2. Mineral ooourrences unreliably reported. Pyrite, molybdenite, 
and siderita have been reported to oocur e.t Pala. They may aotuall.y 
occur there, but the report needs oonf'irmation. 
3. Minerals customarily round everywhere as hydrothermal or 
supergene products associated with rock assemblages si.milar to those ex-
posed in the region herein described. Among these are epidote end the 
closely related zoisi te. Hematite and mimganese oxides ere frequently 
found coating and tilling tiny fractures in other minerals and rooks. 
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NORTHERN END , HD LY LODE , MESA GRANDE 
The northern end of the Himalya lode terminates 
in an erosional surface , The ground here and 
for several hundred feet to the southeast along 
the strike , has been excavated by open pit mining 
operations to a depth of about twenty-five feet . 
Beyond this depth the amount of overburden neces-
sitated underground mining methods . 
PLATE :XXI 
A· TUNlEL . RTAL, H 
TE XXII 
YA LODE, 
MES GRliliDE 
Portal of one of the numerous tun~ 
nele that have' been driven 1n a 
southwesterly direction to t up the 
Himalnyn lode et depth. This tun-
nel is on the ground ot the San 
Diego ne. 
B. OPEN PIT, HI li~LAY LODE, MES 
GRAJ.'lDE 
Part of the open orkings elo:ng 
the Himalaya lode. Open pits, now 
evergro n vith trees and brush, ex-
tend continuously for over seven 
hundred feet southeasterly fro the 
northern and of the lode. 
'ff XXIII 
A• SHA.FT PORTAL, HIMALAYA LODE, 
"''~SA GRAlJDE 
Portal of the Over and ontgomery in-
cline shaft on the s n Diego ine, 
near the mid le of the Himalaya lode. 
This shaft was being cleaned out and 
reconditioned durin · the spring ot 
19 5. 
B. The hoist and surtaee plant of the 
above shaft. 
Classification ot the l?egmati tea of Pala and Mesa Grande 
Ji. olassifica tion adapted :from. Landes { 80) ~· the pegma ti tea of 
Pe.la and Mesa Grande is used by the writer. Th.e:ee are in theae d.:Lstricts 
many pegmatites which do not contain minerals deposited. by hydeothe:rmal 
replacement. With these pegnw.tittHS this report ia little concerned. In 
the main they consist of m.icroelina perthite and quartz. These two 
minerals ere tound ' intergrown in graphic granite and in nearly pure 
masses. Sueh pegmatites are called simple alaskite pagmatitea. 
'?he pee;.na:tiiHlS which indicate that ·they have undergone some hydro .... 
thermal replacement are called complex pegmatiteQ~ They are subdivided 
by the writer into (a) barren - ;peW<1~r.~tite,, (b) gem-tbearing without lepido-
lite, and (o} lepidolite•bearing.. The barren complex pegmatites which 
show conaidera.ble albitization and toum.alinization, but contain no tpay 
streak. Gem bearing. nQn•lepidolite pegmatites ar~ those whieh have yielded 
gem.worthy speoimene. but do not show lepidolite. Speetral analysis reveals 
that lithium. has been introduced into theee dikes \)Ut not in suf'ticient 
amQunts to torxn lepidolitEh The maJorUy or the pe~tita~ discussed in 
th.is report contain more or less lithium at $Ol'00 point in their exposed 
length. 
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P TE xxrv 
A. NORTH SIDE OF TOtJRMAl.I 1E 
QUJ:<~.,. OUNTAIN , PAU 
The Tourmaline King mine, 
h1ch 1 on the north side of 
this mountain near its summit, 
is indicated by the arrow . 
B. PALA CHIEF OUNTAIN, PALA 
V1ew looking ea t a.rd rom Salmons camp 
site. 
a ..... Pala Chief Min 
b--targarita mine 
PLl TE XXV 
A. B.i DED GARNET ~""LITE, 
S ' T DIKE, PALA 
Taken near Sickbr's tunnel, 
whioh is the first drift tun-
nel encountered in going along 
the dike from north to south. 
The banding, here rather faint, 
is parallel to the foot all, 
which is just out of sight at 
the bottom of the photo. 
B. .BLACK TuURll:R,LU ~ I1 AL-
.dIT lZED P .~G ~TI11- "' STE~'.ART 
DIKE, PALA 
The tourmaline crystals show a 
r ude orientation normal to the 
wells ( hieh a.re parallel to the 
top and bottom of the photo) 
TS XXVI 
A. DETAit 0 ST~~ liRT DIKE, P LA 
At thi point 1 expo ed the first lithia 
in l ass blage found in oing tr 
north to south along the dike. Th fine 
grained rock (f) has been fractured nd 
replaced by veinlets (r) of complex miner-
als (grey microoline, muscovite, quartz, 
lepidolite, albite, black tou:nnaline, 
pink tourmaline.) 
B. UOROCLINE REPLACED BY LBITE V INLETS 
Large fragment of complex pegm tite, Stew-
art mine, Pala. 1'iiorocl1ne (m) cut by 
veinlets ( ) ot albite, tou line, and 
lepidolite. cale, about one inch to th 
toot. 
GEN'.tl:SIS OF 'l'UE LITHIA P1W·Mi!..'r1T.ES OF PAL! AlW ME:SA GR~~NDE 
Ori,gin ot the Openings :Now Oca.u1>ied by Lithia Pet1):nati tea 
The openings now occupied by li thia pegm~iti tea ha."9'e had ~ tec-
tonic origin, This is attested to in ,Part by their parallel arrange-
ment. They all strike ltorthweate:rly and dip weste1 .. 1y. r:ro be $Ure, the 
westerly dip is variable, but for the me.joritr of the cases studied. it 
is between ·10° and ·45o. Further, the openings ltave the sa.me strike as 
that of moat of' 'the :f'a:ults of the Peninsular mmge, i.e. northvieat. 
:t'heae structured re~Ji tion.s do not f:tppear explicable except on tectonic 
grounds. 
The t:ructuring which produced the openings lHter filled with 
pe@natite magma, aeenia to have yielded. clean aut 'breaks. In many of 
the dikes axe.mined the h€mging wall shows step .... like ot:rssts. which are 
elearly pre-mineral. There e.re many oocurrenoea .of horaes of altered 
ga.b l-,ro 'l'.~ithin the pegnia.tite. These give the.. impression th~ t they have 
retained, roughly, an orientation in which their longer dimensions, 
be1ns onee parallel to the walls, rem-ained so t1fter :pegm.ati tic intrusion, 
This :might, possibly) i ndicate to soil!e tlvJ t they ere supported fragments 
re:mai:ning after the rook whioh once attached thent to the main body et 
gabl>ro had been re.placed by pei:;rrw'ti te. To the writer th.is does not seem 
to expla.in tlle field :relittions e.s well ea i.he above explanation. 
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source of the Pegma.titie Material 
'There is ample evidence that the pegrre. ti tie material t1hioh now 
tor.ma the lithia pepatites of :Pala anti Mesa Grande ha.d its source in a 
magmatic reservoir. The pegrnatites are viewed by the writer as an in-
tegral part of the igneous :phenomena w!lich began with the dittere:nth.tion 
ot a magma that yielded the San Marcos gabbro, the 1\ngel and Luis quart~ 
diorite, and the carver and Pilot Butte gra.nodi,:n::•ite.. The end products 
of th.is differentiation waa a rest-magma rich in ·volatile constituents 
and in rarer elements. After the solidification ot the ere.lier plutonic 
phases of igneous activity, these more aqueous and mobile constituents 
moved out of the magma chamber. One of the most oonvinoing arguments ot 
the source ot the mate1-ial in the pegma ti tes being discussed is furnished 
bJ a consideration of the wall roaka in which they lie. The material 
could not have eome from ga.bbro, which contains most of the lithia pegma-
ti.tes. 'l'herefore , it oame either trom e.bove or below. It cou.a.a. not have 
c~.llne from. a eource higher u:p. All geologists today are in agreemen:t that 
such mineral ooncetrtrations as the pegmatites are not rorm.ed ·by downward-
moving waters.. There remains only one source. a body of mate:ria,l at de1,th, 
which tor some rea:s"n :moved upward. ~ometime after the consolidation of the 
plutonie series of roeks diacuased earlier in this report. 
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Nature ot the Depositing Solutions 
There are not many de. ta. available on the chemical nature ot the 
depositing solutions. It is the writer's opinion that. judged by the 
large amounts ot quartz carri•d during the earlier or magmatic phase, the 
solutions were alkaline. During this magmatic phase the solutions,· which 
were mainly water and dissolved rock•toming minerals, had a low oontent 
ot sueh ftlgiUves as fluorine and boron. Iron was introduced at an early 
stage, but. later ns dissolved and oar:de4 away. This apparently indioa• 
tes that the solution$ became more acid in the later stages . Manganeso 
was not commonly introduced du:dng the earlier phases, but became a prom-
inent constituent in the later phases. All of the rarer elements, .lithium, 
beryllium, caesium, rubidium.. phosphorus, and bismuth were brought in 
during the later or hydrGthermal phases ot deposition. 
It might be pointed out that the solutions a:r& believed to~ have 
contained more or less water tran the start, This beirig the oe.se, ;~ · the 
question ot the use and meaning ot hydrothermal might be raised. As will 
be discussed under the sequence ot the miner.ale, the initial injection ot 
aqueous magma is believed to be pyrogenic. It yielded a solidi~ied masa 
which was not much smaller than the introduced body ot liquid, All later 
che.nges, which were mostly by replacement. are considered to 'be hydro-
thermal. In this process the volume ot dissolved solid substance is much 
smaller than the total volume ot liquid. The ra.Uo ot liqµid to solid be• 
comes increasingly larger as the later phases ot b.ydrothel"m.al deposition 
ere reached. 
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Sequence of Minel"*al Deposition 
Mineral deposition. is divided into two pha.aes: (l) an earlier, 
ma.gm.a.tic period, and (2) a later, hydrothermal period. The hyd:rothe-rmal 
period is divided into several sta.ges. 
Period .of Ma€Jllatio Deposition 
l. The inj(iotion into curved openings ot a liquid mass. The 
opening a flattened in. di,p upward and aoted as a. tra.p fc1r the solutions. 
As a result differentiation took place 1n 'he etagnent liquid. Where 
the dip was sufficiently low thia reaul ted in a separa tian of a eo~1rse 
grained gr~~phic granite upper part and a tine gr!:tined banded sarnet ap-
lite lower part. The mother liquor was concentrated in the middle of 
the dikes and crystallized to form clumps of. quartz and bleck tourma~ 
lin.e. Muscovite was t'onued as small 'lthita flakes, mainly deposited in 
the upper part. Where biotita has been torm.ed, it appears to 'be a re-
action product with the gabbroie wall roek. 
At some time during the:Qfdrothermal phases, it is not possible 
to say when, the graphic granite underwent an increase in crystal si~e. 
'!'his process. known as sammeleryatalli~ation. probably became increasingly 
active at abou·t the tirne lithiutn. was ,first introduced. 
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Period of Hydrothermal Deposition 
1. Albitization and tourmalinUa.tion al~e among t .he earliest hydro-
thermal phases* J .. lthough mostly comm.only developed in the central part of 
the dikes, albi te end black tourmaline frequently replace both the line 
rock and much of the graphic grani ta. 
2. Fracturing of the dikes. Complex minerals deposited along 
these fractures repiaeing the earlier formed rock. The lith1a minerals 
are lepidolite and lithia tourmaline, associated with them are grey micro-
! 
Cline, Jl'4uscovite(gree11), quartz, albite, olear gs.rn.et and bl~iok tourmaline. 
The albite produced during this and the subsequent stages is the platy 
variety, eleavalandite. Small bodies of n:tassive quartz were deposited 
during this phase. 
3. Formation of :pockets. Dissolution tor the first time seems to 
have pred.01nina ted over deposition. The ear lier replaee:ments a:re not eon• 
fined to any part of the dike, although they are more pronounced in the 
middle pert. In the phase in which pookets were developed replacement 
actl vi ty is largely confined to the middle part of the dikes. Only rarely 
is 1 t round in the upper and lower pE.trt.. The pocket minerals, gem beryl, 
gem tourmaline, euhedral quartz end feldspar• coarse cleavela,ndi te • musoo .. 
vite(green), and spessartite were deposited. 
4. Large masses or quartz, lepidolite, a.nd mnblygonite were de-
posited. <iuartz •as deposited during nearly every sta.ge, 
5. Mange.nese phosphate and bismuth minerals replace ire-existing 
minerals. 
5. Supergene alteration of many of the above minerals, particularly 
the 1:aanganese phosphate, bismuth, and some ot the pocket minerals• These 
pocket minerals were probably already altered by hypogene solutions. 
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Figure 4.-- Vertical airplane photo ot Gem Mountain, Mesa Grande, 
showing location of tbe Himalaya lode. The lode is 
marked in green. 
l'igur 5.-- Vertical airplane photo showing location of the Esmeralda 
mine, Mesa Grande. The pegmatite outcrop is marked in 
green. 

11gure i.--vertical airplane pho~o ot Tourmaline "'1een MoUllta in, 
showing location ot principal aixiea, Pala 
Figure 7.--Vert1cal airplane photo ot Pala Ch1et Mountain, and 
Hiriart Hill, Pala, showing location ot principal 
mine a 
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APPENDIX A 
Yine~losical SpeQ~l'O$CQRJ 
General Prineip~ea 
Th.& chi.et i:nte:rest ot the mine.ra.log.ist in spe.ctrosoopy i s 1a 
(a) determination. ·tilt ~~n.erals, (b) a ra:p.id detect1()n ot elements pr.esent 
in a mineral o~ in a ohanieal produet derived. ti-om a mineral, (o) tho de• 
tection ot sme.ll a.m.ou:n. ts ot elements ditfioul t or labortoua to detect by 
ordinary ehe:mice.l methods• end (d) a quanti ta.t1ve mea.eure ot elements pres-
ent 1n a mineral or derived proa.uct. 
There are two kinds ot radiation with which mineralogical spectros-
copy is concerned, namely, radiations absorbed by a mineral and those om• 
itted by a mineral. It a beam of white light is passed through a mineral, 
bands of oertain "8.Ve lengths m.a7 be absorbed more thaa others ~ The kind 
and amount or light that is absorbed de.pends in anisotropic minerals on ~· 
direction which the light t akes in passing through. The light which is 
tra.nsmi tted to the obs~rver will be a composite or a ll the viai bla l1gbt 
which has not been absorbed. This phenomenen ot differential absorption 
of white l ight is discussed in the elementary textbooks of optical mineral-
ogy a s absorp.tion and pleoehroiam. The kind of light absorbed ill passing 
through a mineral is net necessarily the same as that absorbed when light 
is reflected trom its surface, which is to say that t he color. of a mineral 
in the hand spee.irn.en i s net necessarily. the sam.e, even in i aotropb miner• 
a.ls, as the color in. thin section. This subject need not be purauad tult'• 
thar; su.ff ioe to sa.y that a. study ct the gross etteets ot absorp~ion is 
0011stantly Etnpleyed in thin sea-bi.on observations. More refined methods 
i 
tor the study ot absorption. spectrum w1 th the mioroscope call tQ)t" a 
microscope eyepieee titted with a d1rect•vision spee\rorneter. The 
spectrometers 1n use tor this purpose are ot iwo kinds• one with rel&• 
Uvely small dispersion which yields the more 1ntenee e.ttee~s. but does 
not pennit ot wave length measurement. the other with relatively large 
dispeli'sion., ytel.41ng tainter bands ot light but providing ro:r s.ceurat• 
measurement ot thei:r wave leJ181bs. 
'f.he subject ot absorption spectrum applied to mineralogy has been 
investigated by seTerel workers. Wher171 cives an up to date aecouat 
which is sen.era.Uy ac.cees~ble. Spee.king geaerally, 1t ma;y be said that 
absorption in narrow bands er lines is shoe by certain ot the rare·ea~th 
. metals and 'by ure.n1um, absOJl'pUon in broader 'bands by chromium •. ~obalt. 
copper, iron, manga.nc:nie, vanadium. and occasiona.l.ly others. 
A possibility in mtneralogieal spectroscopy which has probably 
already been suggested o:r appU.ed by other inYesUgatore, althou.gh tb.e 
pres.eat writer has not tound xreterence to 1 t in print, lies :ta the analf• 
sie. ot absorption spe.ctJm ot solutions prepared tran minerals. ln this 
type ot work, and 1n all studies ot absorption spectra tor tba't matter. the 
spectrophotometer as now destgaed tor biological. and biechemical investiga• 
tions should be found usetUl. The spectrophotometer not only breaks light 
in.to ita o<nponent parts, but also measu~s the qu.ant1ty ot light ot aay 
particular wave lensth. It a non-~pe.que body be plaeed la the lish t pe. th 
ot a a.pect:rophcrtane-te:;r the kind and amout ot lip t a'bso·i-b.e.4 may he mea.aurei. 
A'Ollls and me>lecules under proper conditioas send out radiatielts 
ii 
which are know:n a.s their em.iaa:ton speatra.. The study ot emission spectra 
has beccme ao important and the literature on it so voluminous that it 
oonati tutes al.JUost an independe:n t so ience. All tha..t physicists know of the 
ccmpos1t.1on of oelee.tial bodies . with the exception ot the testimony ot 
meteorites~ ia gained from. spectrum analysis ot light emanating troin eeles• 
tial bodies. T. G. Kennard1 has written a rather popular1 yet setentitio 
summary at the ohemieal aspects ot spectral analysis and Fiteh2 has given 
us a b~iet, eonoiae statement ot spectrum nnalyeis 1A mineralogy. The latter 
paper contains a bibliography on mineralogical spectroscopy. 
Speotrum analysis in its mineralog1o.al as.pee ta is moat conveniently 
discussed as to methoda ot producing the emission. in other words the method 
ot axe1tation, and the tnst~ents tor observing tha radiations produced. 
The commonest means or excitation, heating in e. high•tenrpe:raturo. tlame. is 
familiar to all who have manipulated the blowpipe. The ordinary gas flame 
does not give a sutticiently high heat :tor most observations. Any et the 
tlames ted with pure oxygen, such as the oxy•eoal gas flame, 'the oxy•hyarogen 
tlame • and the oxy-.... aoetylene fla• are suitable. !he eleetrio aro is the 
best and prob.ably the most convenient method of exei tation. Exoi talion 'by 
th.e eondensed spark is not generally employed ln .mineralogical spee troscopy, 
except for the detection ot aome elements whose are spectrum is not well 
marke·d. The oha:recter1atics. of the radiation ·emitt6'd by an. atan by the var-
1ous methods ot excitation is in general not identical. some lines being 
lxennard,, T.G. 
Ohentoal spectral analysis, the Hexagon ot Alpha Ohi Sigma, XXl:t, 
i1e ... 130, 1931. 
2r1teh, A.A. 
Spectrum analysis in :mineralogy, Adrna Hilger, Ltd. , London, England. 
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visible• for example in the spa1·k speotrum which. are not visible 01· are 
weak in the arc spectrum. 
Two types et instrwU.auts a:re employed tor observing emission 
speot;ra._ The first is a direct•v!sion spectromet(l;:r. or sp$et:rose.ope. A 
monoohrawttol' rua1 also 'be ueed tor the same pul'pose. Th.$ other type ot ln• 
strument is a sptctrog:aph, on which is photographed the spectrum of the 
subject. A. pri~ .• rather than a grating, is used to dbperae the light be-
cause 01117 one speetrwn is p;rodueed by a prism, hence th$ intensity ct the 
light is grea te:r and ne overlapping takes plaee. Quartz, whith is trans• 
pat'ent to ultra•violet :rays, ts utilized almost exelusively in the prisms 
ot spectrcgrapbs 'because many of the elements have their majo:r lb.es ta 
the u.lt~-rtclet region. Most ot the spectrQgi-+aphs ia ue·e in ehemicfl.1 an4 
mine;re.logl.eal laboratories eover tb.e range betwetn 20000 e.n<t io,oooo. 
The ordinary photographic plaies a.re sensitive to ultra-violet light down 
to about 2100°. The band between sooo0 and io.oooo is not very b~oad aa 
quar.tz has a am.all d1apersion tor light in this l"CgioJ.1. Visual obsena• 
tions are limited to the region between 40000 au4 aoooo. !he exact Umits 
depend on the ind1vidual. The medium quartz :apeet:rogreph es manu:tactured 
by Ad8111 ltilger, Ltd., covers the range 2000° to lo.000° on a blO in:eh 
plate. This sutf'i.ees tor most wolit lfl Where the doniine.nt eons ti tuent 1s 
one ct the following me.tale'. ; ehrond.um,, eobalt. iron, mol7bdenum, nhkel, 
titanium, tun.eaten, uran:tum. or z:treonium, an inatrume:nt having a wider 
d1sperdou is needed. !his larger instrument is pl"&tera.ble, but not 
essential tor the snalysis ot mine:rals whose major constituent ie one ot 
the following; manganese, '11o:r1um., or vanadium. ln the larger inatra;m.ent 
the range aooo0 to lo,ooo• is photographed on tou:r 4XlO inch plates. An 
iv 
instl'.w1Qnt manufa.otured by GaerttJ.EU' a:nd in. use in the chemical labo~tory 
a t Pomona College photographs the l'.'ange 2000° to :aooo0 in t wo pa~ta . the 
visible epectrum on a 4xl0 inoh plate and the u1 tra•violet ape·c t rum. on a 
Tll.G:· wr:t tel' has made qua.li tat:tve use ot a.re $peotral analysis on 
minerals tz-o.m the. pegma,ti tea ot San Diego County.. Thia method has yielded; 
m.nny data. discussed i n the main body ot tbiR' paper. I.t is the wrl·te~•$ 
opini on that speotroscop-ie methods, both qual 1 tative and qua.nt1tative, are 
especially well adapted i ·O the m1neralos1on.l inveatigationa ot the pep.a• 
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(a) The mineral is . a. natu.ral . ab ... orbe~t · .ot ~ertain «ye:s. o:i:,t can be 
. ' . 
mad~e go by etching with ~er·t~lin acid~h In. t be e. se or s ili<Ul .t ·e.e the act-
ion 0t tha acid i.s usu.ally to .preoipit(t~e a l ayer ot co~ll~oidal or· gelatin-
ous silica hich bas high abaQrptive P?Vi!~frs f-0.r ~orQ.e dyes. 
(b) 'l'he m.:1n:eral bee !~ i t an e.a.e~.o~t or eletnerJ.te which form 
colored corapounds. In deal~ng ·i tn . siliC,a t ..:.,~ . th$ e1e ;:e. t to,rro.ing the 
colored oQmpound mus:t uatJ,all.y .be re;q;d.et~d ~olub1e' by . J:rteh~.ng i n a $~:ro~€~ 
aoid , aucb as hydroflt\ortc or·· f.i! <lrof.luosilicie acid. 
(o) T.he mint"}ral e:Khibi'ts t he phe:nom,enon of ·surface .pol.arj.ty, 1.e·. 
Certain anil1n$ dye.a are ·a lso p0lnr. Ji :µ0.$a;ti'V'& dye will be retained by 
a. post ti vely pol ar · minor.al • and viee var.aa. ·Thia .fac·t is utiliz .. od in 
biology, bu1 so rar as the· writer knows , ·~a~ never 'bean investigat·ea in 
mineralogy . 
l Gabriel stld Cox evolved: a .m~thod f'q..t- separa. Ung ·c:er:t~1a rock 
minerals by rendering potassium in' some.· qf: · ~he·se ' ln~r~-6.:~·6.J,.a eoA.uble and pre• 
c1p1tat1ng on · the our.t'aee a yell'ow i:t1aolu:ble· cor::t 6tmc1 o:f . p~:tasdum.. po-
tassium cobal t1nUr1t.e . The .rea·gent .is nod.ium ·c.:pr~l~1~1't;r1te and there 
is soma sodi um in the pre.eipi t a ted po~ssi~ eo~ l tini t r ite .• 
The wri t~r haa be.en int.er~eted 1n metbo.da tor staining and ~epara• 
l ' . " ' Gabriel , ~ • a nd -?Cox , J!il . P. A sta ining_ me-'thG>d. f0t ;'l(t:i,e .. qua.nt i t·a ti ve 
det~rmtnation 0f ce:nt a fn , r 0ek ,miner als . · ;Ani ... : ~~hnera.lqgi st '.':1~4 : ' 
290-292 (1929) . : . " 
ting the feldspar. The method ot Gabriel and Oox was tested o~ numer-
ous taldapnr grains. The results may be atated, tentatively. as follows: 
l. The method may be used succese.tully to separate potash . 
traa soda~lime feldspars. 
2. The petrological. problem ot estimating the amount of potash 
in the more ac.id plagioola.ae teldspar and the amount ot ao4a 1n pote.$h 
feldspar may be ~ttacked with hope of some success by staining methods~ 
Other conclusions, tentative in part, trom the staining inTesti• 
gations carried on by the writer are 
1. The sepantion by staining methods ot the pla.gioole.se teld• 
spars into compos1 t1onal varieties canparable vd.. th th.ose disseminated. 
optically, does not appear feasible .. 
·- 2. Etching by liquid HF or liquid n2s1Fo has proved to be more 
uniform e.nid more convenient than etching with gaseous BF. 
3. The separation ot potash a nd plagioelase feldspars by staining 
the et~hed surta.ces with certain aniline dyes appears feasible. 
4. Etching frequently brings out b1nnin£ and othei~ siructures 
in teldspar not readily visible mapscopically .• 
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Etching 
& 
Ste.1~1¥1& 
Sodium Eio.ht HF, 12 min. 
Oobal t1ni tr1 ta Stailu l .O nd.n. 
Wa$h: water 
Eioh: Hr, 12 min. 
s•1n: lO min. 
Was}?.t alcohol 
No .etch 
statiu 10 min. 
\Ala.ah' water 
Gentian Yiolet Etch: HF; 12 min. 
Malachite 
green· 
ff 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
lfoetoh 
Stain: 10.min. 
Wash: water 
Ete.h; HF• 12 ini:a. 
Stain.: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
No etoh 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Orthoelaae 
D1•i· 1ellow 
D1at,. ye.llow 
No staia 
Mod. violet 
Mod .• violet 
Mod.•weak 
green 
Methylene blue Etch: HF, 12 min. Dist. blue 
( Stain: 10 min~ 
Wash: water 
Hematoxylene Etch.: HF' , 12 min. 
" 
Congo red 
sarraneea 
Eosin dye 
" 
Skin: 10 111n. 
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No otch 
Stain: 10 mia. 
·waah: •ater 
Etchs Br. 12 min. 
stain: 10 min. 
. Wa•h: water 
·.. Eteh: BF, 12 min. 
Stain: · 10 min. 
Waeb.% water 
weak tint 
No atain. 
:reint pink 
Etch: HF, 12 min. Pink 
Sta.int 10 min.. 
Wash: water 
Etch: Br gaa 4mtn .• 
Waeh: d.11.HOl. Me.d. pink 
Stains 10 m1a. 
r~tch: Br gas '1l'l1n. 
No wash 
Stain: 10 min.. 
No ate.in 
Die\. • Distinctly 
Mio roe line 
( pe·rthi te) 
Dist. yellow 
Dist. yellow 
No a1ain 
Piet. violet 
Mod. violet 
Diot., · green 
Dist. green. 
Dist. blue 
Weak tint 
Trace ot 
J1nk 
Light pink 
Light red 
Perthit• 
Dist~ yollo• · 
Dist. 7ellow 
No stain 
Dist. ·violet 
Dist. violet 
Dtst, green. 
Dist, blue 
Weak tiat 
Weak tint 
Light red 
Ligh' red 
M1oroperth1t• 
Dist. yellow 
Dht .. yellow 
No siain 
Mod. violet 
Mod. Tiol•1 
Dist. green 
Diet .. -Mod. 
·green 
Mod. blue 
Weak t1n't 
Brownish 
tiat 
Light pink 
(edges p1Jlk) 
Pink 
Mod. • Modera 'Mly 
MI'NJJ.RALS (Oont•d.) 
Anorthoe lase Albitt Albiolase . Oligccla$e Lab:re.dorite Anorthite 
Dtst. yellow SU.ght17 
yellow 
Dist. yellow JJlod •. yellow Mod . yellow No sta1a 
Slightly 
Dist. yellow yellow Dist. yellow Jtiad . yellow Weak yellow No s~ain 
No stain No stain . No stain No stain No stain No stain 
Dist, vi·olet l1od. Viole" Weak violet. Mod. violet Mod • . Violet Diet. violet 
Mod. violet Dist. violet weak violet Weak violet Mod. violet ·feak violet 
Diet .• 1""strong 
Dist. green Diat. g~en Dist. green. Med • . g;ree• gn.en. Dtst. gree·a 
Weak gl'8en fod. green Med. green Diet. green :Mod . •Diat. on. green 
green 
Strong blue Dist. blue Mod .• blue Dist. blue Dist. blue DUt, blue 
Weak.-Mod. Weak•Mod. 
Weak tint brown brown Mod .. brown Dist. brown Dist. brown 
.fa.int brown- Brownish 
Brown·isb ti:nt iah t1n~ til\1 
Light pink 
Pink 
Med. pink 
Pink 
Reddish 
pink 
:Srownia.h 
tint 
ree·ble 
p1ak 
Lit;ih t :red Pintt · 
Brownish 
tin.t 
Light pink 
APPENDIX C 
Sage Peg.mat1to 
Th• Sage pe~tit' 1s in Seo. 22, T 6 s. R l E• San Barne.)rdino 
Meri·dian, RiversU.e Cow.ity, Os.lit.. Red Mount ain. is about a mile and a 
halt to the southeast.. The mo$t convenient route ot access is a$ f'ollows: 
From Hemet proceed almost due south on the road to sage. About eight 
:m.Uea trom!lem.et t~rn east and tollow a narrow winding road for a iiatanee 
ot about tour mil.EHh The Sage pegmatite outcrops aa a small. rounded knoll 
· Tisible trom. the road. Cars may be driven directly to it. 
'.fhe Sage pegm.ati te is e. tabular body that ranges in thickness from 
ten to titty teet. Like moat c~plex peef11~Utes ot southern California 
the dip is gentle, in this oaae about 15° to the weet. !he strike is 
northerly. The hanging wall has been. almost entirely rem.oved by erosion 
and much ot the upper part o'l the ~i~e. 1tselt has been out away. The foot• 
wall ts Q.uartz diori te (megasoopio determination}. 'l'h& oountr.y rock n.ear 
the tootwall and inclusions ot the country rock wi'bhin the dike are highly 
altered and contain a. le.rge proportion of biotite. 
The Sage pegrnati te is rnade up largel1 ot feldspar and q,uar'tz, much 
ot it in g.r a.phio texture, and black tou:nnaline. Garnet albi te apl1 te has 
no' been fou.ntl. A nmall a.mount ot l1th1s. minerals. coarse lepidolite, 
green ~nd. pink tourmal:tne have been depoai"ed. These are associated with 
albi te ( oleavela.ndi te); a very light colored brown garnet • mierooline, a.:nd 
euhedral quartz. The lithia and associated minerals seem to' be confined to 
pockets or irregular masses in the mU.dle and le>wer part or the dike. 
· Ia the upper pa.rt ot the dike are found large euhedrons ot micrc-
cline. which eontaia. inclusions ot graphic quartz, black toumaline. and 
g:raphS.o gran.lte. Suoh eUbedrons oceu~ i n the solid. rook and a:re comonl.7 
su.rrounde:d by· mas.sivt quartz. 'l.1hey ~....nse in size trorri a tew incb.e$ to 
several teet la longest dimension. Buch etrtiatu.r.es appear to the writer 
to 'be gen.etioally stgn1t1oant as ottel"ing· support to the bypothesis that 
1mn&l•017t<Jtalliaa t1on1 o.r o:ry•te.l growth in tho solid. fran ~te~inl oa 
• j • • 
hand, has takea place 111 canpl.ex pe.gmatites. ~~s crystal srewth ·has 
probably been dtpena.ent upon. or aecele:ra~od 01, po..st•conaoliciatioa tntn• 
duetton ct solutS,o.ns. 
In the lower ;pa~t ot the . dike e,n unusual. and interesting ·s&n:o:tlil:re 
ie fotmcl.. Feldspar is teund wiih many snall, eiongat:e cavities, partlJ 
tilled w1 th green to.umaliae. G:nea tourmaline has also re.plaoe4 part ot 
the feldspar host. 'fhia st:uctu.re seems to haYe boen. once graphic srt.o:d.'tie, 
fl.:'M 'Which tbe. quartz bas been l•aohed and ~.:~to whic·h Qtt$en tourmaline has 
been. deposited partly by MplaC'emea~ and partly by cavity tilling. 
Touximal1ne oeeurs in the Sag• pegmatite in a few places as largo 
cry9te1ls, tre'ftl·ft~l inches across and up to a. toot long, which have a black 
oe~tral corie and a red ot' green eJ:terior. They indicate, in the wr1ter'e 
opinian, the a~terat1on by replucem.ent of iaittalJ.y black tourmaline to 
lith1a tou.r.m.eli~e.. 
APPENDIX A 
Mineralogical Spectroscopy 
General Principles 
The chief interest of the mineralogist in spectroscopy is in 
(a) deterrnination of minerals , {b) a rapid detection of elements present 
in a mineral or in a chemical product derived f rom a mineral , (c) the de-
tection of small amounts of elements difficult or laborious to detect by 
ordinary chemical methods , and (d) a quantita tive measure of elements pres-
ent in a mineral or derived product. 
T'nere are t wo kinds of radiation with v1hich mineralogical spectros-
.e. 
. copy is concerned, namely, radiations absorbed by a mineral and those om-
i tted by a mineral . If a beam of v:h i te light is passed through a mineral, 
bands of certain wave lengths may be absorbed more than others. The kind 
and araount of light that is absorbed depends in anisotropic minerals on the 
direction which the light t akes in passing through. The light 1Nhich is 
transmi t ted to the observer will be a composite of a ll the visible light 
which has not been absorbed . This phenomenon of differential absorption 
of white light is discussed in the elementary textbooks of optical mineral-
ogy as absorption and pleochroism. The kind of light absorbed in passing 
through a mineral is not necessaril y the sarne as tha t absorbed when light 
is reflected from its surface, ~hich is to say tha t the color of a mineral 
in the hand speclinen i s not necessarily the same , even in i sotropic miner-
a ls, as the color in thin section. This subject need not be pursued fur-
ther; suffice to say that a study of the gross ef fects of absorpti on is 
constantly employed in thin section observa tions. More refined methods 
i 
ii 
for the study of absorption spectrum with the microscope call fo r a 
microscope eyepiece fitted with a direct-vision spectrometer. The 
spectrometers in use for this purpose are of two kinds, one with rela-
ti vely small dispersion i;1h ich yields the nore intense effects, but does 
not perm.i t of wave length measurement, the other with relatively large 
dispersion, yielding f ainter bands of light but providing for accurate 
measurement of their W'dVe lengths. 
The subject of absorption spectrum. applied to mineralogy has been 
invest i gated by several workers. l Wherry gives an up to date account 
wh ich is generally accessible. Speaking generally, it may be said that 
absorption in narrow bands or lines is sho~n by certain of the rare-earth 
metals and by uranium, absorption -in broader bana.s by chromium, cobalt, 
copper, iron, manganese, vanadium, and occasionally others. 
A possibility in mineralogical spectroscopy which has probably 
already been suggested or applied by other investigators, although the 
present writer has not found reference to it in print, lies in the analy-
sis of absorption spectra of solutions prepared from minerals. In this 
type of work, and in all studies of absorption spectra for that matter, the 
spectrophotometer as now designed for biological and biochemical investiga-
tions should be found useful. The spectrophotometer not only breaks light 
into its component parts, but also measures the quant ity of light of any 
particular wave length. If a non-opaque body be placed in the light path 
of a spectrophotometer the kind and amount of light absorbed may be measured. 
Atot1s and molecules under proper conditions send out radiations 
which are known as t he ir emission spectra. The study of emission spec tra 
has become so i mportant and t he literature on it so voluminous that it 
constitutes almost an i ndependent science. All t hat physicists know of the 
composition of celestia l bodies, with t he exception of the t estimony of 
meteorites , i s gained from spectrum. analysis of light emanating from celes-
1 
tial bodies. T. G. Kennard has written a rather popular , yet scientific 
sur.~nary of t he chemical aspects of spectra l analysis and Fitch2 has given 
us a brief, concise statement of spectrum analysis in mineralogy. The latter 
paper contains a bibliography on mineralogical spectroscopy. 
Spectrum analysis in its mineralogical aspects is most conveniently 
· discussed as to methods of producing the emission, in other words the method 
of excitation, and the instruments for observing the radiations produced. 
The commonest means of excitation, heating in a high-temperature flame, is 
familiar to all who have manipulated tl1e blowpipe. The ordinary gas flame 
does not give a sufficiently high hea t for most observati ons . Any of the 
flames fed with pure oxygen, such as the oxy-coal gas flame, the oxy-hydrogen 
flame, and the oxy-acetylene flame are suitable. The electric arc is the 
best and pr.obably the most convenient method of excitation. :Excitation by 
the condensed spark is not generally employed in mineralogical spectroscopy, 
except :for the detection of some elements whose arc spectrum is not well 
marked. The characteristics of the radiation emitted by an atom by the var-
ious methods of excitation is in general not identica l, some lines being 
lKennard, T.G. 
Cha:nical spectral analysis, the Hexagon of Alpha Chi Sigma, XJO:I, 
115-130, 1931. 
2Eitch, A.A. 
Spectrum analysis in mineralogy, Adrna Hilger, Ltd., London, England 
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visible, for example in th e spark spectrum which are not visible or are 
weak in the arc spectrum. 
Two types of instruments are employed for observing emission 
spectra. The first is a direct-vision spectrometer, or spectroscope. A 
monochromator may also be used for the same purpose. The other type of in-
strument is a spectrograph, on which is photographed the spectrum of the 
subject. A prism, rather than a grating, is used to disperse the light be-
cause only one spectrum is produced by a prism, hence the intensity of the 
light is gre~ter and no overlapping takes place. Quartz, which is trans-
• 
parent to ultra-violet rays, is utilized almost exclusively in the prisms 
of spectrographs because many of the elements hs.ve their major lines in 
the ultra-violet region. Most of the spectrogra.phs in use in chemical and 
mineralogical laboratories cover the range between 20000 and 10,000o. 
The ordinary photographic plates are sensitive to ultra-violet light down 
to about 2100°. The band between sooo0 and 10,000° is not very broad as 
quartz has a small dispersion for light in this region. Visual observa-
tions are limited to the region between 4000° and sooo0• The exact limits 
depend on the individual. The medium quartz spectrograph as manufactured 
by Adam Hilger, Ltd., covers the r ange 2000° to 10,000° on a 4xl0 inch 
plate. This suffices for most work. Where the dominant constituent is 
one of the following metals; chromium, cobalt, iron, molybdenum, nickel, 
titanium, tungsten, uranium, or zirconium, an instrument having a wider 
dispersion is needed. This larger instrument is preferable, but not 
essential for the analysis of minerals whose major constituent is one of 
the following; manganese, thorium, or vanadium. In the larger i nstrument 
the range 2000° to 10, 000° is photographed on four 4xl0 inch plates. An 
instrument manuf actured by Gaertner and in use in the chemical laboratory 
at Pomona College photographs the range 2000° to 8000° in two parts, the 
visible spectrum on a 4xl0 inch plate and the ultra-violet spectrum on a 
plate of the same size. 
T'ne writer has made qualitative use of arc spectral analysis on 
minerals from the pegmatites of San Diego County. This me thod has yielded 
many data discussed in the main bod.y of this paper. It is the writer's 
opinion that spectroscopic methods, both qualitative and quantitative, are 
especially well adapted to the mineralogical investigations of the pegma-
tites. 
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APPENDIX B 
Stainin§ Minerals 
The principles underlying the staining of minerals are three: 
(a) The mineral is a natural absorbent ot certain dyes or can be 
made so by etching with certain acids. In the case ot silicates the act-
ion of the acid is usually to precipitate a layer of colloidal or gelatin-
ous silica which has high absorptive powers tor some dyes. 
(b) The mineral has in it an element or elements which torm 
colored eanpounds. In dealing with silicates the element forming the 
colored canpound must usually be rendered soluble by etching in a strong 
acid, such as hydrotluoric or hydrotluosilioic acid. 
(c) The mineral exhibits the phenomenon ot surtace polarity, i.e. 
its surtace has an electrical charge which renders it positive or negative. 
Certain aniline dyes are also polar. A negative dye will be retained by 
a positively polar mineral, and vice versa. This tact is utilized in 
biology, but so tar as the writer knows, has never been investigated in 
mineralogy. 
1 Gabriel and Cox evolTed a method tor separating certain rock 
minerals by rendering potassium in some of these minerals soluble and pre• 
cipitating on the surtace a yellow insoluble compound ot potassium, po-
te.ssium cobaltinitrite. The reagent is sodium cobaltinitrite and there 
is some sodium in the precipitated potassium cobaltinitrite. 
The writer has been interested in methods tor staining and separa-
l Gabriel, .A. and Cox, E. P. A staining method for the quantitative 
determination ot certain rock minerals. Am. Mineralogist 14: 
290-292 (1929) 
ting the feldspar. The method of Gabriel and Cox was tested on numer-
ous feldspar grains. The results may be stated, tentatively, as follows: 
1. The method may be used successtully to separate potash 
tran soda-lime feldspars. 
2, The petrological problem of estimating the amount ot potash 
in the more acid plagioclase feldspar and the amount of soda in potash 
feldspar may be ~ttacked with hope of some success by staining methods. 
Other conclusions, tentative in part, from the staining investi· 
gations carried on by the writer are 
1. The separation by staining methods ot the plagioclase teld• 
spars into compositional varieties can.parable with those disseminated 
optically, does not appear feasible. 
2. Etching by liquid HF or liquid H2SiF6 has proved to be more 
uniform and more convenient than etching with gaseous BF. 
3. The separation of potash and plagioclase feldspars by $tain1ng 
the etched surfaces with certain aniline dyes appears feasible. 
4. Etching frequently brings out twinning and other structures 
in feldspar not readily visible ~egascopically. 
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Etching 
& 
Staining 
Sodium. Etch: BF, 12 min. 
obaltinitrite Stain: 10 min. 
" 
" 
" 
Wash: water 
Etch; HF, 12 min. 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: alcohol 
No etch 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
ntian violet Etch: HF, 12 min. 
ft 
lachite 
green 
" 
Stain: 10 mi~. 
Wash: water 
No etch 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Etch: HF, 12 min. 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
No etch 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Orthoclase 
Dist. yellow 
Dist. yellow 
No stain 
Mod. violet 
Mod. violet 
Dist. green 
Mod.-weak 
green 
ethylene blue Etch: HF, 12 min. Dist. blue 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
ematqxylene Etch: HF, 12 min. 
" 
ongo red 
traneen 
osin dye 
tt 
" 
" 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
No etch 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Etch: HF, 12 min. 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Etch: HF, 12 min. 
Stain: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Weak tint 
No stain 
No stain 
Faint pink 
Etch: HF, 12 min. Pink 
Sta in: 10 min. 
Wash: water 
Etch: HF gas 4min. 
Wash: dil,HOl. Med. pink 
Stain: 10 min. 
Etch: BF gas 4min. 
No wash No stain 
Stain: 10 min. 
Dist. • Distinctly 
MINERALS 
Mic roe line 
(perthite) 
Dist. yellow 
Dist. yellow 
No stain 
Dist. violet 
Mod. violet 
Dist. green 
Dist. green 
Dist. blue 
Weak tint 
No sta111 
Trace ot 
pink 
Light pink 
Light red 
Perthite 
Dist. yellow 
Dist. yellow 
No stain 
Dist. violet 
Dist. violet 
Dist. green 
Dist. blue 
Weak tint 
Weak tint 
No stain 
Light red 
Light red 
Microperthite 
Dist. yellow 
Dist. yellow 
No stain 
Mod. violet 
Mod. violet 
Dist. green 
Dist.-Mod. 
green 
Mod. blue 
Weak tint 
Brownish 
tint 
Light pink 
(edges pink) 
Pink 
Mod. • Moderately 
MINERALS (Cont'd.) 
AnorthoQ.laae Albite Albie lase Oligoclase Labre.dorite Anorthite 
Dist. yellow Slightly Dist. yellow Mod. yellow Mod. yellow No stain 
yellow 
Slightly 
Dist. yellow yellow Dist. yellow Mod. yellow Weak yellow No stain 
No stain No stain No stain No stain No stain No stain 
Dist. violet Mod. violet Weak violet Mod. violet Mod. violet Dist. violet 
Mod. violet Dist, violet Weak violet Weak violet Mod. violet Weak violet 
Dist.-strong 
Dist. green Dist. green Dist. green Mod. green green Dist. green 
Weak green Med. green Mod. green Dist. green Mod.-Dist. Mod. green 
green 
Strong blue Dist. blue Mod. blue Dist. blue Dist. blue Dist. blue 
Weak-Mod. Weak-Mod. 
·weak tint brown brown Mod. brown Dist. brown Dist. brown 
Faint brown- Brownish Brownish Feeble Brownish 
Brownish tint ish tint tint tint pink tint 
Reddish 
Light pink Med. pink pink Bright pink Light pink Light pi)lk 
Pink Pink Med. red Light red Pink Pink 
